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PREFACE.

M#

.J

..H

Amp»g the various classes of pases which
present themselves to the deliberations of
.|he Members of the Legislature, few are sohaWc m their nature to involve those oni^tom this heavy responsibility lies, i„ muchof honest doubt and perplexity, as those
connected w.th the Commercial Policy ofthe Country. Considerations directed at one
<jme toward. Revenue, at another towards
the feir and reasonable protection of the na-
tural Interests of the Country, when placed

/measured by much the same rule of natureand reason, that leads the father of a family
to provrde for his own children beforeZ^
^ h» neighbours), seeking again, to let
Commerce run, as niuch as may be. a f«e

8585



VI PR5FACE.

and unrestrained course, that the energies

of Commercial enterprise may be as little

cramped as possible,—may well lead to

doubt and hesitation in the minds of Legis-

lators. In the upper House of Parliament,

in particular, are these difficulties liable to

no small measure of augmentation, arising

from an unavoidable want of familiarity

with the practical details of the subject on

the part of the Noble Members of that

branch of the Legislature.

Unavoidable as these difficulties are, and

a part only of that want of perfection in-

herent in all human institutions, the Author

of the following pages cannot but express

his humble concern, at having perceived

that, in the deliberations on the present

state of the Timber Trade, those leading

considerations which, in the midst of all

the obscurity and delusion attempted to be

thrown round the subject, stand as beacons

on the hills, to guide the course of the

Politician and the Legislator, seem to have

been wholly disregarded.

If, with this impression strongly on his

?»*fs:afeBfc"*«»(W-;<«':
"i^asssstiKtar,
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mind, he shall be fo^nd to have addressed
himself with considerable anxiety, to the
removing the erroneous opinions on which he
conceives the Report of the Lords* Committee
to be founded ;—to the shewing that neither
in their theory, are those opinions sound
and well formed, nor in their practical con-
sequences, capable of producing the effects
proposed

;
he trusts that the earnestness with

which he has gone into the discussion, and
the remarks which have grown out of it,

wUl find an apology in the importance of
the question itself, and not be deemed in
any way disrespectful towards the Com-
mittee, whose labours he has thus ventured
to examine.

I

i
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CHAPTER I.

The Rei)ort of t!>e Select Committee of the House

of Lords, on the subject of the Tijnber Trade,

having been made, the Opinions it contains, and

the System it recommends, arc before the Public,

and are open to the discussion of persons who,

coniHuring in, or dissenting from, those oj)inions,

are anxious for the adoption or rejection of that

System. It may, therefore, be permitted to one,

long attentive to the subject matter of that Report,

and who firmly believes, that its recommendations,

if acted upon, would be productive of consequences

ruinous to our Shipping,—detrimental to our Colo-

nial and Manufacturing Interests,—and very inju-

rious to the Nation at large,—to submit for the

consideration of their Lordships, and the other

Members of the Legislature, the grounds upon

which such opinions are founded.

In the performance of this task, it is proposed

u
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to proceed, as much as the nature of the subject
will admit, in the order of their Lordships' Report.

Upon a question of such magnitude, in a national
point of view, it could hardly have been doubted
that thcpowef^ and secKrlti/ of the British Empire
would have been the primary objects to which
their Lordships' attention would have been di-
rected

;
and, consequently, tl it the very first point

taken into consideration would be, how far the
British Shipping and Colonial Interests, upon
which that power and security so mainly depend,
were likely to be affected by a contraction of the
Timber Trade with the North American Colonies;
yet the only notice which their Lordships have'
taken of those valuable appendages of the Britisli
Empire, and main support of our Commercial
Marine, is to be found in the following three para-
graphs.

cc

<(

Page l.—" The encouragement afforded to the
Importation of Wood from the British North
American Colonies, by the imposition of heavy
Duties on Wood from Foreign States, is of com-
paratively recent date, and docs not appear to
have formed a part of the Commercial or Colo-
nial Policy of the country previous to the late
War."*

* Although the encouragement to the Importation of. Wood
from the North American Colonic., by the " imposition of heary

I

i
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Page r>.—" There can be little doubt, that any
** material diminution of the Duties on Foreign
'• Timber, wouhl almost immediately lead to an
" increased demand of that article for most pur-

Duties'* on Foreign Wood, may not be of ancient date, yet the
following preambles to the Acts 3 and 4 of Anne, c. 10; 8 Geo.
I. c. 12 J and 5 G;5o. III. c. 45, shew that our ancestors were
fully sensible of the policy (^f atTording special encouragement
to the former, as a protection against the very circumstance
which, as stated by their Lordships, led to the imposition of the
high Duty on Foreign Wood in the year I8O9 : viz, " An
" .4>prehPiision that great difficulty might be found in deriving
" the usual supplies of Timber from that quarter, not only for
" the general purposes of domestic use, but more particularly
" for the purposes of Ship-building," viz.

'-*

1
1
'*

.^
it;

i

*

1
*

1

\
«

3 and 4 Anne.—" Whereas the Royal Navy and the navi-
gation of England, wherein, under God, the wealth, safety,

and stre.igtii of this kingdom is so much concerned, depends
on the due supply of stores necessary for the same, which
being now brought in mostly Wornforeign parts \nforeign
Shipping, at exorbitant and arbitrary rates, to the great
prejudice and discouragement of the trade and navigation of
this kingdom, may be provided, in a more certain and bene-
ficial manner from her Majesty's own dominions. And
whereas her Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in America
were at first settled, and are still maintained and protected at

a great expense of the treasure of this kingdom, with a design
to render them as useful as may be to England, and the
labour and industry of the people there, profitable to them-
selves

: and, in regard to the said Colonies and Plantations, by
the vast tracts of land therein lying near the Sea, and upon
Navigable Rivers, may commodicusly afford great quantitie*

B 2
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poses of Building, and enable tlie Countries
which produce it. but more especially Sweden and
Norway, very greatly to increase their consuuip-
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of all ,o„» of Naval Store., ifdue encourage^e., le give,,

wh.ol. w,ll l,kew,« tend „„, „„|y ,„ ,t, f„„,,^^ e^plo,J„«d ,„cr.a« of Engfah Shipping and Seamen, bu, 1 ,othe enlarging, ,„ a g,eat measure, the trade and vent of the

fangdo,., and of other of her Majest,'. dominion,, in exchange for .„.h Naval Sto,,,, which is now p„rchas;d frol

tT^^'Tj'"'"'^"""''^""''"' -'"'>' -''Wingher Majesty . Sn^ect. in the said Colonies and Plantation, ton-ke due and .nfiieient „,„„,, („ a,e oou« „f their Trade."

^^' '
'^.'^~C

^''"^' ^' ^°'"'''i« of Wood andT^er and of the Good, commonl, called Lumber-here,
"afte par„o„larly ennmemed (that is to say), deal, ofseveral soru, timber-baits of several sl^es, bartl- card"cUp-boards. pi boards, or pipe-holt. white boards forttm ke. boom and canfspars. bow-staves, capravcns, clap,hdt, ebony wood, headings for pipes, and for hoiheaS.and ba„els hoops for Coope„, o.n. pipe and h^" dstaves, ban-el-taves, firkin-staves. .runnels specWed^^

If17°^'
""" "•'"- "^'-f'"'*• "" "Hioscot, or s^;of them have usually been imported into this Country ftlforeign Countries, a, excessive rates or prices e.rfalll

"

'7 •" ^- «"« foreigner, have, thereby,
"

„rd "^ft
°

mt.es to export the coined Monies of this Heal^ un-well known, that the .id commoditie. l^in" of tie^iwthaod product of his Majesty;, Plantadon, i' Am r ca .^be furnished from thence if ,l„« .
America, may

^" .^a. behalf: Be it. rX™:?^'"'^'''"
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tion of British produce. A« this circumstarics,

however, could not take place without diminish-
ing the demand for Canada Timber,"* it must,
in some degree, affect the profits of the Capital
now vested in Saw-mills, and other Machinery,
in Canada, which has been stated by a Gentle-
man interested in that Country, to consist of
from ^100,000 to ^150,000. It could not
be considered as affecting the interests of the
Canadian Landholder, as the value of the Tim-

(r

«

(<

<«

«<

«i

<•

«(

«

4(

5 Geo. III. c. 45.—" Whereas the improving and securing the
Trade and Commerce of the British Colonies and Plantations
in America is highly benaficial, not only to the said Colonies
and Plantations, but to Great Britain : and whereas it may,
on this account, be proper to encourage the importation of
Deals, Planks, Boards, and Timber, from the said Colonies
and Plantations, whereby his Majesty's Royal Navy, as well
as Ships employed in the Merchant Service, may be fur-
nished with such materials at more reasonable rates than at
present

;
and great sums of Money, at present expended

among Foreign Nations, for the purchase of such materials,
may be saved, &c."

The encouragement afforded to the importation of Wood
from the North American Colonies, by the imposition of heavy
duties on Wood from Foreign States, which their Lordships'
Report speaks of, is therefore, only a change in the mode of
effecting this great and worthy object of our national policy.

* Would it not, also, in like proportion, diminish the demand
for British Manufactures for Colonial consumption ?

i.iBh*rsf*">''
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" ber sold at Quebec does not exceed by mud,
the ex])ense and labour of procuring it for 81iip.

" ping, and the Landholder liimsclf gets little or
" nothing for the Timber."

Page 7.—
« The Committee would by no means

however, su,,gest, for the adoption of Parlia-
ment, any sudden alteration of the existino- sys-
tern, by which Wood, the growth of Ca^nada
might be entirely excluded from the means of
competition in the British Market. And they
therefore submit, that under all the circuni-
stances in which this Trade has originated, and
been carried on, it may still be expedient to
compensate to the Canadian Merchant and Im-
porter, by such limited duty as may be necessary
for that purpose, the difference of freight and
transport, so as to bring their Wood into tJie
British Market on equal terms with Wood of
the same dimensions, the growth of other Coun-
tries."

Thus ,t appears, that all idea of affording pro-
tection and encouragement to our North American
Colonies, as an integral part of the British Empire
peopled by Englishmen, of whom a large propor'
tion have been encouraged to emigrate from the
Mother Country, by the prosperity to which their
mcreased participation in the Timber Trade has
led; and who, by the Navigation Laws, are re-
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stricted to the use of British Ships, and, with

some few exceptions, to the consumption of British

Commodities (of which they take from the Mother
Country to the amount of nearly Two Millions

Sterling annually), is put so entirely out of the

question, as not to be deemed worthy of the slightest

consideration oi- remark, in the whole course of

the Report: all that the Committee appear to

think just and necessary being, to guard against

any alteration of the existing system, of so sudden
a nature, as entirely to exclude Wood, the growth
of Canada, from the means of competition in the
British Market

!

It remains to be shewn, how far the measures
proposed by the Committee are calculated to avert
even that sudden ruin j meanwhile it may be ob-
served, that were it not that their Lordships ex-
press their desire to avoid such a consequence,
and anticipate the benefits of an extended export of
Manufactures to the North of Europe, it might be
imagined, that their direct object was to annihilate

the British Timber Trade at a blow, and so to

work a serious injury to our Navy, for the benefit

at once of Foreign Shipping, and of the Foreign
Timber Trade, as well as of a few Commission
Merchants, or Agents, in this Country.

To place Timber, imported from North America,
upon equal terms in this Market, with thatfrom
the North ef Europe, particularly of Norway, allow-

"r-*.?

'-•y'fflte.



ance should not only be made for the difference of

Freight, but also for the prejudice of Centuries in

favour of the latter ; which prejudice thiir Lord-

ships appear to have adopted in the fullest extent

;

for how can it be contended, that the tw'o descrip-

tions of Wood would be brought into the British

Market on equal terms, provided the Duty upon
Baltic Timber were limited to an amount, equal

only to the diflircnce of Freight, when it is, at the

same time, stated, that Canada Timber is " more
soft and less durable,"' and, therefore, of very in-

ferior quality ?

A Table is annexed to their Lordships' Report

(jpages 144 and 145), " which they are assured
*• may be relied on, of the Prices of Timber from

" each Port, distinguishing the Duty, Freight,

" Charges, net Proceeds, and Prime Cost." This

Table having been furnished by those who stand

opposed to tl:e British American Timber hi this

question, may, at least, be considered as not likely

to be mifavourably constructed for the Interests of

the Foreign Timber Merchant : it affords, notwith-

standing, the most convincing testimony, that the

making the difference of Freight, the only measure

of the difference of Duty between the Timber of

North America, and that of the North of Europe,

would effect—not the gradual and partial,—but the

instant and total, annihilation of the American
Timber Trade. The following data, extracted from

this Table, will speak for themselves.
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' It appears that Memel Timber, though burthened

with a Duty of 31. 5s. ])er load, leaves for net Pr(>-

ceeds, in the London Market, 11. 3s. 9d. per load
j

that Riga Timber, tlioajj,!! paying of course the same

Duty, leaves for net Proceeds, II. 4s. 6d. per

load ;—but that Canada Timber, at the same mo-

ment, though wholly free from Duty, leaves for net

Proceeds only 5s. 4d. per load.*

If, then, the Duty just quoted, of 31. 5s. per

load, is to be reduced to 11. 15s. per load (being

** the difference of Freight and Transport" in the

cases cited), liow is the Canada Timber to main-

tain itself in the Market against the Foreign Tim-

ber for a single week ?

Again, witli respect to Deals, it appears that,

although paying the existing duty,

je. s. d.

Memel Deals leave, for net proceeds. ... 118 per Load.

Petersbiirgh i 14 Q
Swedish ....,,..,, l 7 o
Norway ....•,... 1 4 8

But that Canada Deals leave only 113

* See evidence of Mr. John White, p. 82.

" Supposing there was a difference of duty in favour of the

" American Timber, just such as to compensate the difference

" of freight, are you of opinion tliere would then be any use of
" American Timber >"

Answer,'"" Certainly not : I think a few American Deals

" might find their way here as back carriage."

1 _ .f="-~ ->-
:'ii»'*-^''^-

-X'-*;.«»*>
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Ifthe Duty on Norway Deals (between which and
Canada the competition chiefly lies), is to be reduced
from 31. 17s. Id. per load, to 21. Is. 9d. by the
rule proposed, how can it be pretended that the Im-
portation of Canada Deals can be supported for a
moment? The consequences of such a measure,
beyond all question, would be, to effect the imme-
diate destruction of the British Colonial Timber
Trade ;—to turn the great bulk of the Ships and
Seamen engaged in it out of employ ;—and mor-
tally to injure all the great national interests depend-
ent upon them ; for how, wc repeat, under such
disadvantages, and the prejudice against Canada
Timber (which their Lordships* Report is calculated

in no small degree to increase), could the Trade
sustain a competition with that of the North of
Europe ?* and, if experimentally exposed to such a
competition for a single season, with the facilities

for glutting the Market by the Importation of such a
quantity of Timber within a short time, as would
suffice for the consumption of many years, which
are afforded by our Bonding System,—is it not
equally certain, that the destruction which would
thereby be brought upon those interests, would not
only be inevitable, but also irremediable ?

* Canada Red Pine is not quoted, because (as the Report
states), a very small portion of the Import from that Countrj
consists of that article.

A
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t Gountrj

CHAPTER IJ.

The notion that the British Marine, and, therefore,

tliat the British Colonies deserve but little, or no

consideration of protection, appears to be one of

the most fatal which the British Legislature can

adopt ; it is, however, the Aishion of the present

.hour, especially with the political economists, and
advocates for a free and unrestricted Foreign Trade,

to deride as antiquated and absurd, the maxims of

our forefathers, who considered the power and
security of the Country as matters of primary im-

portance
; and the protection and encouragement of

our Commercial Marine, as indispensable requisites

to those objects.

It is now discovered, that the interests of this

Country will be best promoted by sacrificing our

Colonies and Shipping to the Trade and Shipping,

of our friends the Danes, Norwegians, Swedes, &c.

but this idea is no less opposed to the opinions of

British writers and Statesmen, the most celebrated

for true wisdom and the love of their Country, for

centuries past,—than to that of an eminent States-

man of another country, whose judgment in this

!?ta>*."af»2^:
llJiilBiiiBiiiiV'
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particular, from his acknowledged ability, and tlie

peculiar situation in which he stood, may be thought
worthy of some attention.

Monsieur Talleyrand, in his celebrated Pamphlet,
published during the Consulate of IJuonapartei
speaking of the contemplated acquisition of Louj-
siana, says,

" Will England suffer France to possess herself
of the most effectual means of prosecuting Wars
to a different issue ? Their Navy and their Com-
merce are, at i)resent, all their trust. Franco
may add Italy and Germany to her dominions
with less detriment to England, than would fol-

low from her acquisition of a Navy, and the ex-
tension of her Trade. IFhatever gives Colonies
to France, supplies her with Ships and Sailors,

Manufactures and Husbandmen. Victories by
land can only give her mutinous subjects ; who,
instead of augmenting the National force by their
riches or numbers, contribute only to disperse
and enfeeble that force

; but the growth of Colo-
nies supplies her with zealous Citizens ; and the
increase of real wealth and effective numbers is

the certain consequence.

" What would Germany, Italy, Spain, and
" France, combining their strength, do against
" England ? They might assemble in millions on the

4||
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shorci of the Channel, but there would be tlid

limit of their enmity. Without ships to carry
them over

; without experienced mariners to na-
vigate these ships, England would only deride
the pompous preparation. The moment we leave
tile shore, her fleets are ready to pounce upon
as, to disperse and destroy our ineffectual arma-
ments. There lies their securitij : in their insular

situation and their Navy consist their impreg-
nable defence. Their Navy is, in every respect,
the offspring of their Trade. To rob them of
that, therefore, is to beat down their last wall,
and to Jill up their last moat. To gain it to
ourselves, is to enable us to take advantage of
their deserted and defenceless borders, and to
complete the humiliatiort, (four onli/ remaining
competitor. The trade which enriches England,
lies chiefly in the products ofForeign climates:'

After this alien and weighty testimony, to the
truth of those ancient and national maxims which
the Report sets so completely at rest, and, indeed,
leaves entirely unnoticed, it will not surely be
deemed too much for a British Subject to assume,
that a British Navy, in which, as Monsieur Talley-
rand justly observes, consists ths security and
real power of our Country, is still an object deserv-
ing our attention

; and that the maintenance and
support of that Navy is intimately connected with
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the nmintenaiicc and Hiipport of otir Commcrdiul
Marine.*

Having pninfod out Srimo of tho pffcCfs of the
measures reconimorHlod by the Comniitteo, upon
the Trado of th:* British >Jortli American Colonies,
we now proceed to shew, from tlic documents an-
nexed to the Report, the extent of that Trade;
and, consequently, the extent of the direct sacri-
fice of British Interests, which it is proposed to
make, to • enable the Countries which produce
'* Timber, but more especially Sweden and Nor-
•' way, very greatly to increase their consumption
'* of British Produce."

But first it may be proper to state tho conclusions
ofthe Committee upon this head. (Page 6.) '* Somt*
" poriion of the Shipping now engaged in trans-
* portmg the Canadian Timber to this Country,
" might probably be compelled to seekfor other
" employment I and although there is reason to
" expect that the increased supply from the North
" of Europe would be chiefly imported in British
" Vessels, the average difference m Ihe length of

?

M

^

The value of Colonies, to a Commercial Country, being
cl«arly pointed oat in Mr. Broughn.% celebrated '• Inquir,

into the Colonial Policy of the European Powers/'Jome
extr,jcte are subjoined in the Appendix.

'A
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«»C voyage m;V/,. ,,„,/,,. ,, ^,,„^,^,^,^. ^^^^^^^^^^^
A////;/>,,;^ ;;..m.«n/, to carry on thi, particular
branch of Trade Hut the Committee cannot
persuade themselves, that the procuring the hest
»iul cheapest commodities from other Countries
so essentia; to the interests of Commerce, can be
tound ultnnately detiiinental to U.ose of Naviga-
tion and Shipping, the groat instrument hy which
Commerce is nuiintained

: more especially at a
tunc when it appears, by the concurrent testimony
ot the best informed persons, that the rates of
Fre.ght and other circumstances attendant on
British Sh.pping. enabl. if. to .nter into a mc-
cessfu competition mth that of even, otherOmnt^y on the Globe, n.e Con.mittee at thesame tune indulge a confident hope, that the
consKleration of the state of so„.e other branches
of Irade in which they are about to engage,
^v.II suggest the means of giving additional c^n!
ployment to the shipping of this Country."*

By the official accounts {Appendix, page 126,)
't appears, that the Ships cW.rf .e.^ from GreatBntam alone (exclusive of those from Ireland and
other places, which .nay be estimated at one-fourth

mtry, being

i " Inquiry

jrs,"—some
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more) lor tlie British North American Colonies^

in tlie year 1819, amounted to 1520, of the burtlieiv

of 340,147 tons, navigated by 17,504 Seamen :—
that the Ships which arrived in Great Biitain from

those Colonies (exclusive of those which went to

Ireland, and otlier places, or were lost), amounted
to 1446 Ships, of 351,488 tons burthen, navigated

by 16,395 Seamen ;—and that the real lvalue of

British and Irish produce, and manuf .ctures ex-

ported to tliem, in the last six years (^Appendix^

page 122), was as follows :

InlBiA £4,119,393 i7 7
'815 3,271,091 3 5

1816 2,270,065 9
I8I7 1,320,097 <5 10
19»8 1,619,420 6 5

1819 1,867,030 12 1

The years 1814 and 1815 should, however, be
excluded from the present consideration, as not ex-

hibiting a correct view of the Colonial Trade, a
large portion of the Goods exported in those years,

having gone for tlie supply of the United States.

Having thus presented a view of the valuable

interests which it is proposed gradually to sacrifice,

it may be fairly put to the understanding and
unprejudiced judgment of every British Subject,

whether these are interests (hat should, in the

slightest degree, be exposed to hazard or preju-

-2
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dice, even if it were certain that sucli Countries as

Sweden and Norway, so little calculated by their

circumstances, even if they were by their inclina-

tions (which is at least problematical), being thereby
*' enabletl," would be willing, also, to " increase
^* their consmnption of British productions ?" Ought
it not, on the contrary, to be the first duty of British

Statesmen to protect, encourage, and extend these

interests by all tlie means in their power, not merely
for their own sake, butiW the sake of those national

objects which are dependent upo^n them?*

In the early discussions upon this subject, great

importance was attached to a remark of Sir Isaac

Coffin, in the House of Coiumons, that much of the

Wood imported from Canada is produced in the

territory of the United Slates ; from which an ia-

forence was attempted to be drawn, that the Amc-
ricans were the parties principally benefited by the

1

* Mr. Cowie being asked {See appendix, page 24), whe-
ther " he was of opinion that if the consumption of Timber was
' greatly increased in this Country, by a remission of Duty, or
' any other circumstance, the consumption of English Manu-

factures in Sweden would be increased ?" answered, tliat

' English Manufactures are general/)/ prohibited into Sweden
' at this moment; and that therefore he could not say they
would be increased. There are certain species of Manufac-

' ture that are admissible, but not generally ; and of such the
" consumption in Sweden would no doubt be increaied by a
• remisiiou of the Duty on Timber."

C
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Quebec Timber Trade. It however now appears,
(See Report, page 6) that '« the value of the Timber
" sold at Quebec does not exceed, by much, the
'' expense and labour of procuring it for shipment

;

" and that the Landholder himself gets little or
« nothing for the Timber." And the evidence of
Mr. Edward Ellice, upon this subject, confirms the
well-known facts, that for any portion of Timber
so nnported, " the Americans are supplied from
•* Canada with British Manufactures in payment

;

** and that the more trade there is carried through
*' that channel, the more it must be for the interest
•• both of the Province and of this Country."

The next points in order to be considered are
the opinions of their Lordships, xh2.t some partim
of British Shipping might probably be compelled, by
the annihilation of the North American Timber
Trade, to seek for other employment ; and that
the increased supply of Timber from the North of
Europe '• would be chiefly imported in British Ves-
•* sels ;" with the extraordinary declaration of the
" best-informed persons," that the British Ship-
owner " is enabled to enter into successful com-
'' petition with Foreigners ;" a declaration which.
It is conceived, never can be reconciled with thJ
fact, that almost every article used in the building
and outHt of British Ships is burthened with duties!
from which Foreign Siiippi.g i, almost entirely
exenijjt.

^
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In the evidence of Mr. E. Solly {pages 1 7 and

18), that gentleman states, that " the duty on the

" materials for Ship-building is about 100 per

** Cent, of the cost ; which is a ground why the

** ships of other nations may, in some cases, com-

" pete with the English." Mr. S. does not specify

the cases, but it is obvious that he alludes to the

nations in the North of Europe, where (baing the

productions of the respective Countries,) the princi-

pal materials for Ship -building are exempt from

such duties.
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CHAPTER III.

! i

1, iiil

!; I

i

As the select Committee deem it only ''probable "

that the transference of the Timber Trade from the
British Colonies to States in the North of Europe
would drive " some" of the Ships engaged in it to'
seek for other employment,* but appear to have no
doubt that the Tonnage to be employed in importing
the mcreased supply of Timber from those States
would be British, we will again have recourse'
to the Official documents annexed to the Report
in order that, seeing what has been, we may be'
enabled to form a judg.nent of what may be ex-
pected for the future, under similar circumstances.

It is abundantly manifest, that the promotion and
increase of the Trade with Norway and Sweden
has been principally in the view of the Lords* Com-
mittee

:
and equally certain, that the measures re-

^iiil
«!.!•

^^'

m'
°«'-' '^"^'''"^"^^"^ ^°"'d they find, without dis

placing other British Ships r
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commended by their Lordships would greatly

advantage those Countries, particularly Norway

;

let us, therefore, now see what is the amount of

Tonnage, and description of Ships employed in that

Trade.

probable;'

le from the
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The Custom House books having been destroyed

by fire in the month of February 18l4i, the Register

General has not the means of preparing the account

for an earlier period ; and indeed it is perhaps

better, and at this time sufficient, to consider what

description of vessels is now employed, than what

it was twenty years back.

By an account (^Appendix, page 124), the Ton-

nage entered inwards, and cleared outwards, from

and to Norway, is stated to have been as follows :

Arrived.

British. Foreign.

Cleared.

British. Foreign.

Tons.

1817, 22,580

1818, 21,096

181 9, 17,087

Tons.

52,713

85,984

82,689

Tons.

12,200

12,887

11,760

Tons.

44,719

72,018

65,054

3)61,663 221,386 36,647 181,791

Annual
Average I 20,554 73,795 12,282 60,597

If, therefore, we may judge of the d 'scription of
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Ships that wiil be employed in the extended trade
with Norway, from those which have been, or are
now engaged in if, we may expect the proportion
will be about one British Ship to four Foreign
Ships of equal size. Upon what ground, then, are
we to hope that the increased importation of Timber
would be chiefly brought in British Vessels? If
the cheaper navigation of British Ships be sufficient

to secure a preference to them (and it is assumed in
the Report that they sail cheaper), why is so decided
a preference now given to Vessels of Norway?

Suppose for an instant, for the sake of argument,
that gratitude for the undeserved and most impolitic
boon which it is proposed to confer on Norway, to
the manifest and ruinous injury of our own Colonies
and countrymen, should induce her to give a pre-
ference to British Ships, and that eve?^i/ Vessel to
be employed in bringing such increased quantity of
Foreign Timber would be British built ;-how
would the matter then stand ?

As before stated, the shipping which arrived last
year m Great Britain, from the North American
Colonies, amoun ed to 351,488 Tons, navigated by
lC>;m Men

: And the number which cleared out
for those Colonies from Great Britain, amounted to
.^40,147 Tons, navigated by 17,564 Men. Now
let us only suppose two-thirds of the smaller amount

I

1 ti'

Ml'
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to be thrown out of tliat Trade ; that is to say,

226,765 Tons, and 11,710 Men.*

To import the same quantity of goods from the

nearer countries of Norway and Sweden, as is now

brought from the more distant countries of North

America (for upon an average the ships might

make three trips where they now make but one),

would require only one-third of the amount and

number of Tonnage and Men ; that is, 75,588 Tons,

and 3903 Men (indeed, the proportion of men on

these short voyages might be much less) ; there

would consequently remain to be othei^wise pro-

vided with employ, 151,177 Tons of shipping, and

7807 Seamen.

How the vessels, which are peculiarly tit, and, for

the greater part, lit only for the Timber Trade,

may be disposed of, without ruin to their owners,

it is difficult to conjecture ; but with respect to the

seamen, we have only to look to what was their

condition before the colonial Timber Trade aflbrded

them their present employment, with the loss of

which they are now threatened, f

* Immense as this amount of Shipping is, it is little more

than half the tonnage engaged in the trade of those Colonies.

The total Tons.

Entered Inwards in the year I8I9, was 5/2,887

Cleared Outwards, 5/0,924

t It is to be regretted that the Petition of the Sh p-ov/iitis of

London to the Houxc of Commons, dated the 1 61 h of May lait, of
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By the Report of the Committee, which in the
winter of 1817-18 undertook to provide for the
distressed seamen by whom the streets of Lon-
don were then crowded, it will be seen, that in that
year, no less than 2600 of these poor creatures
many of whom had bled, and most of whom had
fought in the defence of their Country, were received
into vessels and houses provided for their tempo-
rary accommodation

: the greater part of them
were reduced to the very extremity of indigence
and wretchedness; seven hundred and sixteen
were sick, chiefly occasioned by want of food and
clothing

;
and, notwithstanding all the care and

attention that were so benevolently afforded them
no less than fifty-six of them died ! Since that

which a copy is annexed (see Appendix), had not been pre-
senled to their Lordships, as it forcibly exhibits the opinions
-nd apprehensions of this numerous and Important body, upon
the proposed measure.

A Petition was also presented to the House of Commons by
the Shtp-builders of London (who stated that the measu,;
would necessarily and unavoidably produce tl,e most ruinous
consequences to them)

; besides numerous Petitions from the
Merchants and Ship-owners at the Out-porU ; including the
following, viz.

Liverpool.

Newcastle.

Glasgow.

Greenock.

Leitb.

Kirkaldy,

Ayr.

Port Glasgow.
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period, the number of seamen employed in one
year in the North American Trade, from Gr.at
Britain alone, has increased from 10,370 to up-
wards of 17,000; and the happy result is, that a
distressed seaman, if able to work, is no longer to
be found in our streets. Deprive them of the use-
ful employment which that trade affords, and their
only honest alternative will be, either again to linger,
and finally perish, in the streets and fields, or to*

enter into the service of our maritime rivals, whose
sounder policy will doubtless readily afford them
the well-deserved protection and encouragement,
of which it is proposed that their own country
should deprive them.
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CHAPTER IV.

The Committee, after stating in their HeportC/^ag-e*

4 and 5) that " no other circumstance than the

" system of high duties upon Foreign Timber
* could have induced the general use of Canada
" Timber for House-building ; and that " the use

" of it is discontinued in his Majesty's Dock
" Yards," add, that " the demand for Wood from
'* the countries in the North of Europe has Seen
" progressively diminishing, so as to occasion great
" interruption to the trade with those Countries,

" particularly with Norway; whose inhabitants,

" notwithstanding tiie predilection they have uni-

" formly shown for British manufactures, are not
" only left without the means of consuming them,
" but of paying for those which they have received,

" and for which nearly half a million is said to be
" owing; so that the export of Manufactures has
" been reduced, to an extent which cannot be esti-

•• mated, merely by the direct exports to those Coun-
" tries, as it appears that a considerable portion of
" the manufactures consumed in them are intro-

" duced through the channel of the Gcinmn fairs."

?!

\%I
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In considering the purport or force of these
observations, it might be deemed sufficient to ex-
ammo, whether the increased demand for manu-
factures by our countrymen in the Colonics, has kept
pace with the diminished demand for them by our
foreign friends in the North of Europe ; but, as the
terms used by the Committee, lead to the conchision
that Norway and Sweden formerly aftbrded a con-
siderably greater market for our manufactures than
at present, it is necessary to enquire, first, what
was, in fact, the state of our exports to those Coun-
tries in the golden days to which the Committee
refer ? and secondly, what is the present state of
them, as shewn by thj Official Returns I

As to the portion of manufactures introduced
through the channel of the German fairs, the quantity
thus sent to Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, can-
not be supposed to be large, as the greater part of
their Ships usually return home from this country
m ballast

;
insomuch, that, soon after the Tonnage

Duty was imposed on Vessels carrying goods, the
Lords of the Treasury were induced to issue an
order, permitting the Masters and Crews of Norway
Ships (as a sort of bounty upon exportation,) to take
out small quantities of liritish Manufactures for
their own use, without subjecting the Vessel to that
<l"ty. If, tiierefore, any large portion of i>oods do
ffiul their way to those Countries thiough the circuit-
ous and expensive ehuiinel,s of (he (.eniiaii lui,s.
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(he Danci, Swedes, and Norwegians must have a
•trangc and almost incredible predilection for the
markets, ships, and charges of other countries

;

and one which leaves no ground to hope tliat our
Vessels will be voluntarily employed by them.
It is, however, important to remark, that whatever
the quantity may be which goes through this channel,
it is to be added to that which is shewn by the
Official Acounts to be exported direct to those
places

; the actual amount is, therefore, so much
the more.

15

Ik

•I

The Committee observe, that "
till the year 1809

" little or no duty had been imi)osed upon the
" various species of Timber ;" and, as causes existed
for some years prior to 1808 to make Denmark
and Norway the entrepots of the British Trade,
similar to those which operated in the British North
American Colonies (particularly Canada), in the
years 1814, 1815, and 1816,->-an extract is there-
fore made from the account of the Trade in the
three years prior to 1802. {See Appendix, pane
120.) ' ^

I.
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>T^. ^,94.041 3 J ji^

'«"• '44,989 2 4e,„o 3 I

3)523,734 8

•*I7S,244 13 6

>01t991 12 10

33,S97 4 3

'73,344 13 e

Average export in ,he above lh.e. year, ,#209,34l'"I71

value It IS proper, by way of setting the matter'"a fa,r p„i„t of view, to state also the '. „«„"""
value of the exports of British and Irish P„reeand Manufaetures to North America in the Cthree years, viz.

"'^^

In J8I7,

1818,

I8I9,

</l,0l2,834 19 6
1.288,149 7 n
li523,133 4 7

3)3,824,117 12

Average of three years i^l,274,705 17 4

From these accounts, then, it appears, that before

^ap, ily for tins nation, gave rise to the TimberTradewith North America; Denmark, N^r^^^^
«^nd Sweden were in the practice of taking about'
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me-sixth part of the quantity of British and Irish

Produce and Manufactures which, now that a por-
tion of the Timber Trade has been transferred to

the British Colonies, is annually exported to them.

That this great demand for our Manufactures in

North America is the direct consequence of its

Timber Trade, will be obvious, on looking at the
accounts of Exports to our Colonies there, at periods
antecedent to the existence of that Trade, viz.

Official value of British and Irish Manufactures exported.

'n ^799> £622,796 11

^800 739,183 o 8

^801' 858,723 17 10

3)2420,703 9 6

Average of three years 806,901 3 2

So that, the quantity exported in the last three
years, forms an excess of no less, upon the average
than 467,8041. Us. 2d. per annum : which increase
alone, as will be presently shewn, is more in
amount than the whole exports of Manufactures to
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, put together

!

Let us now examine the extent to which, as the
Report states, the export of Manufactures to those
Countries, and the importation of Timber from thciu,
have been reduced.

1

J

I
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Official .ahe of Brim a„d Irisk Produce a^ Ma^octures exported,*
^namijac-

To Denmark and Norway.
Jn i817. £306,960 3 10

18^8. 264,736 i 6
1819. 245,094 18 8

Sweden.

=£36,743 11 7

40,973 13 4

40,419 11

3)ai6.79. 4 n8.,36 5 ,0

272,263 14 8 3q QyTTTTAAA r» .
^9>o7o IS 3Add Denmark and Norway 373,263 14 a

Average of ,h,«e years, ^Z^~^,
The average annual Export wa« tho-.f

less than 311.6421. 9s. u/JiZTn',^1 '

""

from 1799 to 1801 if „ 7T *'''"'>'«"'

2092111 17 o? '' '^'"' ''«f'""« ^hewn), only

an .!e"; of'^ 'r'""^'
"''«'"' "^ "«<• don!

ove;x::;rTe:r;^jrt^"^Tr^'

* The Official value of Goofk U ,i
been adopted by the Custom R

^^'' '''' ^'™" • '^ ^^^

i-a«eo/dec:::rit r"'"^^^^^course no reference to ,L 7 ^''' '° ^'^^^^ ^'^««of

S-erol n.uch^^ '" ""' ^"^"^ '' ^^^ ^ood. which is i„
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Should we not ask here, what is it then that

their Lordships mean by the reduced Export, which

it is the object of the Committee to correct, by the

curtailment of the Trade of the British North

American Colonies ?

'
"•

I' (!

But, even if the whole of the British Trade witli

Norway and Sweden should cease (although the

prejudice in favour of their Wood, its consequent

exclusive use in the British Dock-yards, and pecu-

liar fitness for many purposes, will always secure

for it an extensive demand), what woirid be the

loss, in comparison with the more valuable and ex-

tensive trade with the British Colonies in North

America,—which maintains upwards of 50,000 of

our fellow countrymen who have emigrated thither,

besides its native population of upwards of one mil-

lion of British Subjects ;—which employs one-fourth

" of the whole of the Tonnage engaged in the

" Foreign Trade of the kingdom ;"

—

(see Mr,
Buckle's Evidence, p. 86,) affords relief to our

distressed Ship-owners ;—and keeps many thou-

sands of our brave Sailors in useful activity, whose

sad alternative, if deprived of employment, we
have before alluded to ;—which has made, and

still keeps us, independent of our recent enemies,

or rivals, and present friends, for the supply of an

article of the first necessity ;—supports our national

Marine ;—and, in a word, conduces more im-

portantly than any other branch of our trade (not

w
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even excepting the Fisheries), to the strength, se-

curity, and general prosperity of the Empire ?

Their Lordships observe in their Report (page 6%
" that a considerable amount of Capital and Ma-
" chfnery employed in this Country, in sawing
*• and preparing for consumption the Timber im-
" ported from the Baltic, has been, in a great
" degree, rendered useless and unproductive ;" but
however this effect may be regretted, it cannot be
attributed to a reduced import of Timber in the log,
since the official accounts shew that the import of
this description of Timber has greatly increased,*
whilst that of Deals has actually diminished ;-so
that, how it should happen that British Saw-MiUs
(which may be as well applied to the cutting of
Canada as of Norway Timber) should have been
thrown out of employment by the altered state of
the Trade, is intelligible on no other supposition,
than that Canada Timber has the faculty of con-
verting itself into different shapes and sizes, without
the use of the saw.

* A statement of Four Yearly Averages of Timber and Deali
imported, will be found at page 8g.
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CHAPTER V.

y
Ml

Having pointed out the error into which the
Committee have been drawn, in believing that any
reduction in the export of British Manufactures to
Sweden and Norway has taken place, it will now
be shewn, that though the Importations of wood
from the North of Europe, are less than when
it enjoyed the exclusive supply, yet that the de-
mand for wood from those countries has not, " of
" late years, been progressively diminishing^
It will also be shewn, what proportion the actual
importations from them bear to those from North
America; for, if it shall appear clearly that,
notwithstanding the duties upon the former, the
greater expense of bringing the latter from the
place of its growth, and the general prejudice
agamst its quality, are such, that Foreigners have
still a fair proportion of the Timber Trade, and
the greatest share of the Trade in sawn Timber,
by which our Saw-mills are so injuriously affected^
(and, It lias already been shewn, that they take more

.1

i
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of our Manufactures than before the existence of the
North American Timber Trade,) it is presumed that

their Lordships will be of opinion, that all idea of
even partially, much less " entirely;' excluding
wood, the growth of Canada, from the means of
" competition in the British market," should be
given up : and that when the question shall come
to be thoroughly sifted, and properly understood,

and the real situation and objects of those mer-
chants who so anxiously seek the anniliilation of

the North American Timber Trade, come to be
known, it will be deemed both just and expedient,

not only to render permanent, but even to extend,

the existing protection to our fellow subjects in

North America, and to the shipping and other

national interests connected with tlieir Trade.

In order to shew that, of late years, there has
been no material falling off in the Foreign Timber
Trade, it may be sufficient to refer to the official

account of duties paid upon that portion of the

Imports entered for consumption in this Country,
viz.

£. s. d.

In >816 700,767 10 ii

- '817 937,268 1 8
— 1818 1,182,285 6^
~ '8I9, 1,019,311 18 l|

U2
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Besides the Timber that paid duty, there re-

mained " in Bond," on the 5th of April last,

3,735 Masts, Yards, or Bowsprits
j

] 0,325 Long Hundreds of Deals
;

3,363 Loads of Oak Planks

;

641 Ditto of Oak
;

28,330 Ditto of Fir
;

5,694 Hundreds of Staves
;

i,7l8 Loads of Battens
j

besides a considerable quantity of other descrip-
tions of wood of less importance.

A practice has also grown up, within Uie last

two or three years, of entering Fir Boards as
Palings, though of a description which ought to
have been entered as Deals, the duty on the former
(which are the mere outside slab of the tree, not
convertible into Deals,) being only 31. 14s. 6d. per
long hundred, whilst on Deals it is 201. 15s. 8d.
This advantage the Importers have been able to
secure under the wording of the Consolidation Act,
which no otherwise defines Palings, than as Boards
" hewed on one side." If the duty as Deals had
been paid upon that proportion ofthese boards, which
were not rwhat the Legislature, no doubt, intended
they should be,) the outside slab of the tree, the total
amount of duty on Deals imported, would have been
much larger than shewn in the official account

;

it may, however, be more satisfactory to state the'

actual quantities of each species of wood imported,
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than merely to state the Duty ; it is, accordingly,

here inserted.

Comparative Jccount of the quantities of Timber, Masts,
Deals, 8fc. imported from the North of Europe, and
from the British Colonies in North America, in the last

5 Years; Extractedfrom the official Accounts.^Appen-
dix, page 130 to 142.
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I imported.

FROM THE NORTH OF EUROPE.

Years.
Fir

Timber.
Loads.

Oak&
Oak

Plank.
Loads.

Masts
under
12 In.

Diam.

Masts
above
12 In.

Deals
and

Deal-
Ends.

Battens
and
Ends.

Staves.

Wains;
scot

Logs.
Loads.

1815

1816

1817

1818

1819

Total
-J

Mid V
Dulf. J

167,886

60,158

80,968

130,654

102,864

16,518

6,682

4,425

3,287

0,852

3'J,0(I6

5,714

8,368

12,260

7,456

4,225

5,364

2,554

938

2,03(

15,111

47,941

17,4j;6

31,7.57

38,674

34,044

4,686

1,.580

4,152

5,065

5,327

25,204

7,048

13,898

7,797

n,oii

it,b'2b

1,673

2,680

2,060

3,201

542,530 40,764 66,804 169,842 20,810 64,958 1-2,139

To the above is to be added, the further quan-
tity imported and put in " Bond." The account
{Appendix, page 142,) is given to the 5th of April,

1820: it is therefore assumed, that four-fifths had
been imported within the five years above-mentioned,
viz.

Total )

Irapor. J

Average.

22,664

565,194

1 13,059

.1,814

44,578

8,91 ,i

2,597

68,40J

>S,£8(i

Jl

1,1S8

16,249

3,249

8,260 1,375

178,102 22,185

3.5,620 4,4SS(

4,555

69,513

1S,902

an

12,450

2,490
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FROM NORTH AMERICA.

Years.
Fir

Timber.
Loads,

Oak&
Oak

Plank.

Loads

Masts
under
12 In.

Diam.

Masts
above
12 In.

Deals
and
Deal
Ends.

Battens
and

Ends.
Staves.

12,914

Wain-
scot

Logs.
Loadt.

1815 107,550 3,424 4,696 3,231 1,913 53 14
1816 131,823 6,522 4,746 6,3.54 1,702 93 21,085 ^^^

1817 140,280 4,.'52ol -,,252 7,983 3,471 201 23 743
—

1818 214,102 4,72.1 ^,729 4,263 6,481 250 33,046
—

1819 267,065 9,483 9,170 5,002

26,833

5,366

9,871 359

956

42,998

14
Total. 860,822 28,474 30,593 23,433

4,687

133,726

26,745
Aver. 172,164 5,695 6,118 191 3

From these accouas, then, it appears, that
although the importations of " Timber in the log"
from North America, have annually exceeded those
from the North of Europe, about one half, yet that
those of " Oak and Oak Plank" have been as
8915 loads to 5695 : and Masts, under twelve
inches diameter, as 13,680 to 6118: (the most
valuable kinds of masts, those above twelve inchesm diameter, it will be seen, come chiefly from
Canada:) but that the proportion of Deals —that
description of wood which creates an " impediment
•• to the employment of British capital in Saw
" Mills,"-is as 35,620 (long hundreds of 120
pieces) to 4687! that is to say, the importations
from the North of Europe of Deals and Deal-Ends
exceed in number those from North America, i,,'

si*
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the proportion of nearlt/ eight to one. So that,

the loss of employment to the Saw Mills, is not to

be attributed to, and is not chargeable upon, the

Timber Trade of our own Colonies, but to the

fact, of the Timber being sent here ready sawn,
by those Foreign Competitors, whose prosperity it

is now proposed to advance and build upon their

ruin, and to the manifest injury of the clearest and
best interests of the Mother Country, in order that

Foreigners may resume the monopoly wi h they

formerly enjoyed ; and that we may take oui chance
with the rest of the World, of the inestimable privi-

lege, as it seems to be considered, of supplying

Norway and Sweden with the Goods which we shall

have enabled them to purchase. It is to be observed,

too, that the Deals from Europe are in general much
larger than those from North America, viz.

AVERAGE LENGTHS.
fSee appendix, page 126.J

From Norway 12 Feet,
• Sweden jg

Petersburg i g

Memel jg
' Canada 12

And that the article of " Paling Beards," of
which upwards of 180,000 were imported from the
North of Europe, and paid duty, in the year 1818,
and a still greater quantity in the last year, is not
included

; the apparent quantity of Timber, of
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every deicription. imported from th,t part of Uw,
world, ..exhibited in the offieia! «:eount, is ther^
fore far short of the real amount

Let it also be remembered, that the sawing ofhe Deals, imported from plaee, m Europe, employ.
the labour and capital of Foreigners

; WhilstCmported from North America are sawn by ou^
fellow subjects, a great part of whom have beendnven to seek employment i„ the Colonies, toavoid starvaUon at home.

m

m
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CHAPTER VI.

The conclusions herein drawn, being founded upon
the official data appended to the Report of the
Select Committee, it will, it is presumed, no more
be asserted, that the North American Timber Trade
has swallowed up that of the North of Europe ; or
that the former derives greater protection and en-
couragement from the existing duty on Foreign
Timber, than it deserves and requires ; but, on the
contrary, be admitted, that Foreigners still possess
the greater part of the Timber Trade, which they
carry on principally in their own vessels :—and that,
so far from our exports to those countries having
declined, they are more extensive than formerly.

The question, then, that would seem to remain
is, whether we should give up that portion of the Tim-
ber Trade which our Colonies possess, and relin-
quish all the national advantages resulting from it,

and leave ourselves again exposed to the danger
and inconvenience with which the capricious policy
of the Northern States, (the origin of the increase
of duty) threatened us in the year 1809; which
majr (o\w upon us, whvn the rui)i a.uj possible
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\oHs of our valuable Colonies will have deprived us
of a resource which wo shall have renounced,
merely that Foreigners may resume the monopoly
which they formerly enjoyed ?

The reasons offered in favour of this j)ropositi
by the Report, are

;

on

if

<(

n

€1

tl

(<

((

1st. That « the Canadian merchants were never
led to believe that the duties on Foreign Timber
would be permanent

; that an expectation was
however, held out that the duty of 21. Is.'

first imposed, would be continued for some consi-*
derable time, but no such expectation was fairly
raised with re«pect to the war duty, and the
duty imposed in 1813; and that the exemption
from duty on Canadian Timber has always been
temporary."

2dly. The inferior quality of the North American
1 iinber.

ft

;*'
)

3(lly. The n,„ch cheaper rate at which a stinpl,
of woo,lfi„,„ the \„rtl, „f Europe maybeob-
tamed, mdcpencleiitly of the (hities.

Before proeeedmg to offer some observations
upon the first of these positions, it may be right
Hgam to advert to the origin of ti.e high duties on
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Foreign Timber, and the consequent establishment
of the North American Timber Trade.

Upon thfs head the Report observes, that "
till

•• the year 1809, little or no duty had been imposed
•• upon the various species of Timber ; in that and
" the succeeding year, however, the nature (four
" political relations with the Baltic Powers, led to

an apprehension that great (fifficulti/ might he
"found in deriving the usual supplies of Timber
" from that quarter, not only for the general pur-
" poses of domestic use, but more particularly for
" the purpose of Ship-building." And hi Mr. Mar-
ryat's excellent speech in the Mouse of Commons,
on the 5th of June last, will be found a clear ex-
planation of " the nature of our political relations"
with those powers; and the grounds of our " apprc-
" hension, that great difficulty might be found in
" deriving the usual supplies of Timber from that

quarter." Mr. Marryat says. '• The system of
imposing i)rotecting duties, in favour of the pro-
duce of Colonies, has uniformly been acted upon

" for centarios past, and continues to be acted upon
" to the present moment, by every power in Europe

;

" and therefore no umbrage can be reasonably taken
" against us, for adhering to the universal practice :

" but the complaint, that this branch of Trade ori-
*' ginated in a spirit of hostility towards the North-
" ern Powers, comes with a very bad grace from
•• them, as the truth is, that it originated, not only

><

(i

<(

^\

l\
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*Mn their hostility, but in their perfidy and ill.faith" towards us.

''These Powers, notwithstanding the Berlin and
Milan decrees of Buonaparte, continued an inter-
course with this country, which was carried on
by means of licenses till the year 1811, when, at
the command of their great Master, and our
enemy, by a sudden and simultaneous movement
they confiscated every vessel in all their ports
trom this country, together with their cargoes
to the value of not less than seven millions of
money. They probably fancied that we were
dependent upon them for our supply of Timber
Hemp, and other Naval Stores ; and that by out.

^

ting oft all communication with us, they would
• oblige us to make peace on such terms as they
" might thmk proper to propose. But Great Britain

;
excluded from the old world, found out a new one'

" m her own colonies
; and discovered in them re-

• sources which enabled her not only to maintain the
' contest, but to bn.,j. it at length to a successful and

: r''""^
termination. For this she explored the

forests of Canada, and drew from them those
supplies of Timber which she had formerly pro-
cured from the Baltic

; and now that this Trade
has grown up to its present height, and is carried
on with equal advantage to ourselves and to our
Colonic., we must surely be dotards and idiots to
sacnnce our mi.tual prosperity, at the request, and

((

((

((

«(

u

n

<(

(C

<<

<(

I«
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'* for the benefit, of those who wish to regain that
" which they lost by their own ill faith and injustice."

As to the expectations raised, that the duties on
Foreign Timber which were tiien, or rulght eSt,T-
wards be laid on, were to be permanent, it is
undeniable that, " the merchants connected with
" the British provinces in North America," who,
" (as stated in the Evidence of Mr. John Bain-

"^
bridge, page 56,) were requested to use their

" endeavours to procure that supply of Timber
" which, from the restrictions in the North of
" Europe, had been prevented coming from its
"usual source," were distinctly assured that they
might rely upon adequate encouragement, and the
contmued protection of the capitals which they
were invited to embark in the trade. And the
Ship-owners were, at the same time, left in no sort of
doubt, either as to the policy which Government
mtended to pursue towards the Colonies, or as to
the grounds of that policy, by the following letter
from the Board of Trade, to the Chairman of a
considerable body of Ship-owners at Hull.

« Council Office, WJiUehall,

April 18, 1810."

« SiR-The Lords of his Majesty's Most Honour-
able Privy Council having Imd under consideration
the Petition of the Merchants and Ship-owners of the
lown of Kingston-upon-Hull, praying that no more
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license, may be granted to foreign vessels, permit-
ting them to import Timber f.om the Baltic &c
I am directed to acquaint you, for the information
of the Gentlemen of Hull, interested in the Timber
1 rade, that an abundant supply of Timber is essen-
tol to the manufacturing and tradmg interests of
Great Bntam

; and that it does not appear that an
adequate supply of that article could have been
secured if all importations from the Baltic had
been suddenly interrupted.

.1. "n ""'^r"'"'-
'» "bservc, that the Lords of

the Council have not recommended the granting of
any licenses for such importations in foreign vessels
from any ports where British vessels are permitted
to enter; and that the increase of foreign vessels
s the unavoidable consequence of tlie extension of
the war. and the exclusion of British Ships from
the ports of the Continent.

" I am directed further to state, that their Lord-
ships have under consideration the expediency of
submitting to Parliament, that additional duties
should be imposed on the importation of foreign
1 .niber

;
u.U a vie,,, to give a decided p,-eferenee

L ^""^f f^^''»'*
»//'« Ma;e.sly; Col,miesm North America, which is allowed to be im-

ported, duty free, by the law as it now stands

R. W. Moxon, Esq. Hull.

" S. COTTERELL.

I
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Upon so plain and unequivocal a declaration as
this, what Merchant would have hesitated to in-
vest his capital-what Ship-owner would have
questioned his reliance on this resource for the em-
ployment of his Shipping~or what reasonable
person would have prophesied, that as soon as the
realization of the objects proposed by the course
of policy, thus publicly declared, should have be-
come most manifestly apparent, in the establishing
an abundant supply of Timber at a cheap rate^
the securing that independence of Foreigners for
this necessary article which was so ardently desired
-the furnishing employment for so large a pro-
portion of our Shipping-and the providing a
resource for our surplus population ;-who would
have believed, that when these objects should have
been thus happily accomplished, it would have been
proposed to destroy at once this " work and labour
of our hands," and coldly to consign to destruc-
tion, the very interests which the pursuit of these
objects had created ?

ay^^rT ""7 "^''' ^P'^'^° P^^dge have been

rirr. "n'^
'''J'"*^'^ ^~-' volunta.

rily offered? Could the parties concerned have
presumed to make.se of such language as t^
to the d sUnguished individuals upon whom tlij
consideration of the question devolved:-" Youhave proposed certain objects, as desirable to be
accomplished for the national good. We believe
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them capable of attainment, and on the faith of
the protection offered to us, we are willing to
embark our capital, our labour, and our skill,
in the pursuit of them to the necessary extent •

but some evil-foreboding spirit ha« led us to*

dread, that at the moment when our exertions
shall have reached tiieir maturity—when the sound
wisdom of your policy shall have become mani-
fest m its fruits; some new course of policy may
peradventurefind its way into your councils, under
the influence of which we may be told, that
your protection was never meant to be * perma-
nent.*

"

Let us suppose, however, that nothing like a pledge
had been given

;
what is there in the situation or cir-

cumstances of the North American Colonies, or in
those of the Merchants and Ship-owners engagedm Trade with them, which should make it just'' or
expedient to place them upon a less favourable foot-
mg than the other British Colonies ? They, like the
rest, are peopled by British subjects, butwith'a larger
proportion of native English, Scotch, and Irish
than any of the others. They, like the rest, are com-
pelled to employ British Ships only ; and to take all
their supplies of Manufactures, &c. from the Mother
Country

: Why then are their productions less en-
titled to protection and encouragement than those of
the Sugar Colonies ? Are the British Manufactures
which they take in return for their Timber, insignifi-

ii
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cant in amount? They take annually upwards of a
million and a half sterling. Are the ships and seamen
they employ of small importance ? They amount to

one-fourth part of the whole shipping of the Empire
engaged in Foreign Trade. Are the sailors less

hardy and useful ? They are of the very best descrip-

tion of the good. The number of apprentices, too, is

greater than is employed in any other Trade, and the
climate is peculiarly calculated to make them hardy
and expert. Under these circumstances, could it re-

require a pledge from the British Government to

secure to such interests, protection from the over-

whelming competition of any Foreigners whatever?*

The observation of the Committee, that " there
** is nothing to preclude Parliament from consider-

^

* On looking to the speeches in parliament, in the month of
May 1810, when the system of high Duties on Foreign
Timber was first resorted to, (vide Appendix) it wil Jbe seen
that the objects which the Legislature had in view, were pre-
<;isely those which have been accomplished : viz.

1st. To reduce the price of Timber.

2nd. To make this Country independent of Foie^ers Ibr a
supply.

3d. To give employment to British Ships and Seatpen.

4th. To encourage the British Colonies, and thus enable Ihem
to take our Manufactures.

\%

„u.
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•* ing 80 important a question, as the future regula-
*' tion of this essential branch of Commerce, with
" a view to the permanent interests, and general
*' prosperity of the Empire," is one from which it

is impossible to dissent ; and when the subject shall

come to be discussed, it is to be hoped that the
following remarks, extracted from an article in the
Quarterly Reyiew, just published, upon the subject
of " Emigration to Canada," will meet with that,
attention from the Legislature, to which they are
entitled for their truth and importance : viz.

" The Market for our Commodities, which is

afforded by a flourishing and increasing Colony,
is a source of wealth to the Mother Country,'
far exceeding probably what would have been
produced by the amount of the capital bestowed
on it, if retained at home: It is speaking, we
are persuaded, far within compass to say, ' that
for every 10001. carried out' to Upper Canada,
500 acres of fertile land, which would otherwise
have remained an unprofitable de.ert, will have
been within twenty years brought under cultiva-
tion. Let any one calculate the supplies of Corn
and other produce which these 500 acres will
afford us; and the demands for our various
Manufactures which they will create in return.
It is impossible indeed to contemplate attentively
the present state of the Continent ;-~the extreme
jealousy of this Country which prevails in most

n
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parts of it,—the zeal for improving their own
Manufactures,—together with the superior cheap-
ness of labour,—without anticipating, as at least

probable, a great and progressive diminution of

that enormous demand v/hich has hitherto existed

in Europe for the j)roductions of British enter-

prise and skill. With such an expectation before

us, nothing can bemore consolatory than the pros-

pect of that boundless market for our Com-
modities, which seems to be opening in the New
World, from which the other nations of Europe,
even should they hereafterbecome rivals, can never
hope to exclude us. In this point of view, the

Revolution in Spanish America is likely to prove
of incalculable importance to us : but our own
Colonies are, on many accounts, calculated to

offer greater advantage to our Commerce than

those of any other Country ; our own Country,

men possess in a peculiar degree, and are likely

to transmit to their descendants, both a taste for

that description of luxuries which commerce and
manufactures furnish, and a persevering industry

in acquiring the means of commanding them

;

not to mention the preference generated by habit

for such articles in particular, as are most in use

in the Mother Country."

The following remarks by the same writei-, upon
the conduct of the Canadians in the late war with

the United States, are equally striking and just-
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" Let it not be forgotten how fully and how arro-
gantly the American writers anticipated the con-
quest of Canada, at the commencementof the late
American war: the Parent State was, indeed,
at that time, under circuhistances of peculiar
difficulty

; exhausted by the length, and embar-
rassed by the continuance, of a most desperate
struggle in Europe, yet the Canadians, amidst
all these disadvantages, amidst «ie imbecility and
despondency of their own commander, made
good the defence of their country against all
the efforts of the Americans. They appear
indeed to come short of no British subjects
throughout the world, in devoted attachment
to our government

; and (what to them is a
necessary part of that attachment,) in a rooted
aversion to that of the United States."

After deprecating the idea that Canada is held
by an uncertain tenure, the Reviewer adds, "there
" IS no doubt, however, that prophecies frequently
" cause their own fulfilment: the patient hardly
" stands a fair chance for his life, if he is left to

the care of a Physician, who is convinced that
he cannot possibly recover; and if our govern-
ment were unfortunately to act with respect to
Canada, under the conviction that it must inevita-
bly in a few years be wrested from us, the event
would probably confirm their expectation."
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" Such, indeed, as the Canadians have shewn
themselves in the late contest, it would be a
degradation of the British character to abandon
or to neglect them : but every motive of policy,

as well as honour, ^concurs in recommending
that Canada should, with the utmost diligence,

be cherished and fortified ; should a line of con-

duct be adopted in all respects opposite to that

which has been sketched out as tending to its

decay, we see no reason to doubt that the result

would be altogether opposite likewise: and where
else shall we find so strong a barrier to the

boundless increase of that power, which threatens

to prove the most formidable rival that Great
Britain has ever encountered?"
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CHAPTER VII.

'
I

Thb obsmations of the Committee upon the sub-
ject of the price at which a supply of Timber
jnight be obtained, if their Lordship,- suggestions
for discouragmg the importation of Colonial Timber
were to be acted on, are now to be considered.

In a commodity of such general and extensive
consumption, it must be admitted that cheapness
of supply IS an object to be always kept in view,
and which .s generally found to be the offspring of
competihon; at present the country has open to it
two sources of supply, and an active competition i,
maintamed between them : now, without looking toany national objects connected with the kecpin.-
open one of these sources, how can it be made to
appear that the adoption of measures which must
mfalhbly destroy that one, and throw the monopoly
agam mto the hands of the other, would promote
cheapness of price ?

wet?'r
'".""^ '"'"' "' ''™ei"ite ""-e thatwe come to a nght conclusion on this head (instead
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of depending wholly on the advice or opinions of

Merchants or Agents, who have made large advan-

ces, for which they can receive no other payment
than Timber), just look at the actual state of tiie

prices of Timber in the London Market, for several

years previous to the imposition of the high duties

on Foreign Timber.

The following is a statement of the prices of

Memel Timber from 1800 to 1810, taken from the

London Price Current, viz.

£. s. d.

In 1800 6 £. s. d.

1801 5 to 5 10 per Load,

1802 4 5 — 5

1803 5 10 — 6 5

1804 5 — 5 5

1805 4 JO — 6

1806 6 — 7 10

1807 7 15 — 8

1808 8 — 14

1809 u 14 — 16 16

1810 12 _ 14

The prices of Memel Timber only, have been

selected, because the consumption runs chiefly on

that article ; and, also, because it is the one with

which the Canada Pine comes, probably, mostly

into competition.

From this statement the following result may b«
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cirtwn ;^Ut, tlmt from 1800 to iSOii—yeurs i„
which the poliUcal relations of the country did „ot
interrupt the ordinary intercourse with the Baltic—
the price of Memcl Timber was seldom helow 51
and the average was above that rate—being 11 3s
per load higher than the present price of Canada
fimber as quoted in tlie Appendix to the Report.
In 1807 the rupture with Denmark took place, from
which period it would not be fair to pursue the
comparison

;
but looking to the year 1809. when

all the North of Europe became shut against us
we perceive,~2dly, the enormous price which the'
country had to pay for Timber (161. 16s. per load )
in consequence of its depending on one source of
supply onIy,_that source being then almost wholly
closed to it.

^

«o far tlierefore. as regards the question of the
K^.e of Timber, it appears that the competition of
North America (like all other free competitions;
has had the effect of reducing it very considerably •

and It would be assumiiig a fact contrary to ail
experience and probability, to conclude that a more
extensive demand in this country, would not have
he effect of raising the price upon the purchaser on
the continent of Europe. And this, in fact, is the
precise effect to which the advocates of a change
•n the system, look :-what is it they desire, but
that the pnce abroad should rise, because they s«v
It IS now too low?

V

ir

C!
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It is tiuo that the taking oir part of the duty
would " emtblc" the foreign Merchant to supply
the British consumer so nuich cheaper ; but, upon
what ground is it to he expected that he wouhi do
so

; especially when he tells you, that the reason
why he wants the duty reduced is, to ^^ enable"
him to raise his own price ?

The measure would also enable our foreign
friends in the North of Europe, to reimburse from
the British Exchequer, the advances made to tliem
by certain commission merchants in this country

;

but if this be so desirable an object, would it not,
in every respect, he bcttei- to resort at onoe to a
vote of Parliament / 'Y\\g Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, who could assent to the nmde proposed
by the Committee, must be well persuaded that
the peculiar claims or merits of this class of mer-
chants entitle them to such bounty and distinction

;

and having satisfied his mind upon that point, he'

would surely deem a direct grant a more simple,
as it would be a more manly and economical
course, than one which aims a deadly blow at
some of the best and most natural interests of the
British Emj)irc.

V L

It is to be regretted, that for the sake of having the
whole case before it, the Committee did not, while
investigating the situation of the Norway Mer-
chants with their foreign correspondents, and seek-
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ing to make them the objects of the peculiar care
and commiseration of the British Legislature
institute a similar enquiry into the condition of the
Merchants engaged in the Colonial Trade in that
same particular ;-had such a course of enquiry
been pursued, it would have been found, that the
advances for the Colonies exceeded one million
sterlmg

;
and it is notorious that, for some time

past, the gross proceeds of a cargo of North Ame-
rican Timber, have done little more than pay the
freight and other charges; whilst it is admitted
{see Evidence,page 29,) that Deals from Norway
at the present price of 381. per hundred, leave 101.'

for the prime cost.

The truth i,, that of late the import of wood
rom both countries has been unprofitable —and
lamentable as it may be, it is no less tm'e, that
hardly any article of import into this Country for
the ast two years, has been otherwise than un-
profitable: With respect to timber in particular,n addition to tl,at general depreciation of property
«-' wh,ch ,t has shared, there has been an excessive
mportation, principally occasioned by the want of
employ„,ent for British Shipping

; which, with
other causes (including the pariiamentary enquiry
upon the subject), has occasioned a temporary stag-
nat,on

;
but although this eflect be sensibly felt byhe Merchant,, the Shipowners have, to a certai!^

extent, been reheved, by U.e employment of their



m
Ships

; and the public at large greatly benefitted
by the excessive cheapness of wood. Even in
these circumstances, the Baltic Merchant has still

an important advantage over the Canadian ; for
although the duty on his commodity is high,' the
former does not, or need not, pay it, until he effects
a sale

;
his only advance, therefore, in general

cases, consists of freight and insurance, which are
of small amount, being in proportion to the short-
ness of the voyage ; whereas the importer from the
Colonies has not only much higher freight and
insurance to pay, but has to remit the cost price in
goodr, and to place them in the Colony, before he
can receive the Timber in exchange.

,»«
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CHAPTER VIII.

I

rr

The qtialtti/ of the Timber imported from the
North American Colonies, forms an important fea.

ture in the consideration of the question of duties-

The description given in the Report is, that "
it is

more soft, less durable, and every description
" of it more liable, though in different degrees, to

the dry rot, than Timber the produce of the North
of Europe :"—that " the timber of Canada
(both Oak and Fir) does not possess, for the

purpose of Ship-building, more than one half the

durability of wood of the same description the

produce of the North of Europe ; that it is par-
ticularly liable to the growth of fungi, that species
of vegetation which is the forerunner of dry-rot

;

and that it has been observed, by professional

men, that in most instances, where American
Timber has been brought in contact with that

of this or any other country, it has even had the

effect of destroying that which was in union
" with it. 1'he result of its application to other
" purposes of building, is described by Timber
Merchants and Carpenters to be nearly similar.
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The Canada Pine is, however, preferable for
its size to any other for Bowsprits and Masts,
when made of single sticks ; for which purpose
It can be employed, without the same injurious
consequences which might attend its being in-

troduced into the fabric of the ship. And it

appears to be used with advantage where masts
are made of many parts, in those which are
called the Spindle and the Cheeks. The soft
white Timber is stated also to be preferable to
any other Timber for packing-cases, carving,
mouldings, musical instruments, blinds, and oth^r
objects, where lightness and freedom from knots
is desirable."

jsr

For a moment admitting that this is a correct
description of the relative qualities of the two sorts
of timber, what more can the Baltic Merchants
require, than that the North Americans should be
left to their fate ? The cost of Canada Timber in
the Colonies is 11. 5s. per load ; that of Swedish
Timber in Sweden is also 11. 5s. per load : the
freight of the former 31. of the latter 19s. Under
such disadvantages, if there really does exist this

great difference in value, the Canada Timber must,
inevitably, be driven out of the market.

The fact, however, seems to be, that though
in the state in which the North American Timber
has been hitherto imported, it is not so well suited
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for general purposes in Ship-buildlng (which cir-

cumstance secures to the Baltic Merchant a certain
and extensive demand for his commodity), it serves
for numerous other purposes to the full as well, if

not better, than the Baltic Timber ; such as shelvL,
packing-cases, pannelling, doors, shutters, cup^
boards, picture-frames, window-blinds, carving,
moulding, and wherever a large surface is required!

The Canada red Pine is approved for Ships-
decks

;
and the yellow Pine is occasionally used

for that purpose : and their Lordships observe (see
page 6), that " in Ship-building it has been more
" employed than formerly."

The uses above enumerated require a .^reat
quantity of Timber; and, upon enquiry, it ''will
be found, that not less a quantity than a hundred
cargoes of inferior and old Timber is consumed
annually in London and the suburbs, as fire-wood
alone.

In minor buildings, of almost every description,
very little but cheap timber is used : and to the*
cheapness produced by the importations from North
America may be attributed the number of cottages
and small houses which have been built of late
years, to the great comfort of the middling and
poorer classes, and the improvement of the health
of the community.

i
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The Merchants trading with the Colonies, in-
deed, are most unhappily situated , for whilst it is
contended that their Timber is so bad in quality
tliat It ought not to be allowed to come at all it
IS at the same time urged, that the demand for it
for many necessary purposes is such, that it is as
capable of paying duty, as timber from other parts
of the world.

But whatever may be its demerits, this country
finds uses for it to the extent of many thousand
loads annually.

There is one circumstance which seems entirely
to have escaped notice in the Report of the
Committee, which is, that the masts brought an-
nually from North America (amounting, upon an
average of the last five years, to 11,484.) require
in their conveyance to this country, to be stowed
with smaller timber

; in fact, the one cannot safely
come without the other : now as Sir Robert Sep-
pings admits that " Trees of the dimensions neces-
" sary for Masts and Bowsprits are not to be
" produced (as he believes) in any other part of
" the world than Canada, and that all the larger
" Yajds are made of Canada Timbei/' how, it
may be asked, are these Masts and Yards to be
obtamed, if the importers are not to be allowed
to brmg the Timber necessary for their stowage,
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except upon terms which must subject them to a

heavy loss upon that part of the cargo?

But after all, is it so certain that the North

American Timber is of that inferior quality which

Sir R. Seppings, Mr. Alexander Copland, and

others or the numerous witnesses examined on that

side of the question ascribe to it ?

In Canada the houses are built of the yellow

Pine of the country, and they last for upwards of

a century, of which the churches of Quebec and

Montreal are striking instances. The opinion of

Sir R. Seppings, that Canadian Timber (both Oak
and Fir) does not possess more than one half the

durability of similar wood of the growth of the

North of Europe, appears to be founded upon a

comparison of a certain number of Frigates, built

with Fir of the two descriptions, of which an

account is given (page 76) : an important fact is,

however, stated in a IS/ota-Bene to the account

(which appears to have been overlooked), that the

Ships built with Baltic Timber were constructed in

the " King's Yards ;" and those of Canada Tim-

ber in " Merchants' Yards ; to which might have

been added, that the latter were built in great

haste, upon an emergency, and of unseasoned

wood. There is, also, one solitary admission in

this " Nofa-Bene" in favour of Cans^da Timber,

which de/jcrves to be brought a little more into

n
:^
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notice than is done in the Report ; timt - in point of
tenacity, the red Pine of Canada is superior to
the Riga Timber :"* upon this observation of Sir
R. Seppings, and similar admissions which at times
escaped the merchants, and others deeply interestedm suppressing the North American Timber Trade
an opinion may be formed, that when the CanadI
trade sliall become regular and thoroughly under-
stood, the preference always given to timber of
superior quality, will induce a selection of the best
sorts, and lead to such improvements in the manner
of treatuig it, as eventually to remove the prejudice
which the various circumstances towhich anew trade
is always liable, have tended to produce. When
Baltic Deals were first introduced into this country,
there was a prejudice against them, as compared
with Norway Deals, similar to that which now
prevails against the timber of North America ; and
which is not even yet removed, as is shewn in the
relative difference in the prices.

» In the late contracts with the Navy Board, the contractors
have the option of delivering Memel, or Canada Red Pine, at
the same price.
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CHAPTER IX.

Dissent has already been expressed from the con-
clusions of the Committee, " that there is reason
'• to expect that the increased supply of Timber
" from the North of Europe would be chiefly im-
" ported in British vessels :" let us now enquire
how far their Lordships' observation is well founded,
that " it appears, by the concurrent testimony of
" the best-informed persons, that the rate of freight,

" and other circumstances attendant on British
" Shipping, enable it to enter into a successful
" competition with that of every other country on
" the globe."

This is either a most important and gratifying
truth, or the adoption of it as such, by their Lord-
ships, is a most fatal error, not only from the in-

fluence it may have on the decision of the Legis-
lature, in the question of the Timber Duties, but
as it may be taken as the ground-work of those
relaxations of the Navigation Laws, which, with
the view of giving facilities to foreign commerce,
are understood to be in contemplation.

ffi
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The witnesses, upon whose evidence their Lord-
8 Hps appear to have relied in this matter so im-
Phctly. as hardly to have deemed it necessary to
put a question upon the subject to any British Shi,
Owner, are, Mr. George Norman. Mr. E. Sollv
and Mr. J. H. Pdly ; and certainly, if it werj
judged proper to obtain and adopt the opinions and
Views of gentlemen deeply interested in the trade
with the North of Europe, but wholly uninterested
in lintish Shipping, it would have been difficult if
not nnpossible, to have selected persons of greater
• espcctability.

The chief part of the statements of these gentle-
men on the subject are as follows : Mr. Norman
states (page 11;, that - the fact is, more than one-
" third of the Ships engaged in the trade to Nor-
" way are British

: two-thirds or more are British
" of those engaged in the trade to the Baltic

Ports."

And, mpage 12, he says, " I conceive that the
increase of British Ships is going on, because
they sad cheaper than others; and because
Foreign Ships wear out : but I should presume
in whatever ships they could bring the pro'
duce the cheapest, they would bring it in those
ships."

<t
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To a question whether, " supposing the Ships
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'* both cases to be now built for the trade, he
" thinks that Ijritisli -built ships would be cheaper
" than Foreign .'" Mr. Norman answers, *• I do
" decidedly."

In page 17, Mr. E. Solly says, that " Timber
" from the North is pt'rc.pally imported in British

vessels; and that, if an increased importation
•• of Timber from the Northern ports were to

take place, in consequence of a remission of
duty, or any other cause, he is of opinion, that

" it would be principally in British vessels."

The grounds of this opinion are stated at length

in the following terms :

" I was formerly a considerable owner of Prus-

sian ships, and, therefore, I had a good deal
of experience in Prussian shipping, and I can
safely say, that Prussian ships cannot compete
with English ships in time of peace ; the English
ships are navigated cheaper than Prussian

ships
; the Prussian vessels are more heavily

masted and rigged, and require a greater com-
plement of men, whilst tho English ship is

manned, mostly, by apprentices; the English
ships require less ballast, the economy of ship-

ping is better understood and practised ; there

is greater activity of the captain and crew;
they are insured iu clubs, and the rate In-
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surance in clubs is, on the average, five per
cent., while the Prussian ships cannot get the
same insurance done for twelve ; what I mean
by clubs is, that they insure one another ; and,
as to the outfit, the provisions and other ne-
cessaries for the ship, both have their choice
where they will lay in their stock, whether in a
Prussian or an English port ; if provisions arc
cheaper in the Prussian port, the English cap-
tain lays in his stock of provisions there ; and
to make the advantage sure to the English ships,

the duty in the Prussian ship is at the rate of
fifteen per cent, on the freight ; it is 3s. 8d. per
load higher hi a Prussian ship than in an Eng-
lish ship

; the charges of ail kinds, even the
ballast, is charged higher to a Prussian ship than
to an English ship."

Mr. Solly adds, that " he cannot speak from
experience, but is of opinion, that British ships

generally, can sail cheaper than those of any
otliei nation except that the materials of British

ship-, we taxed so nuich higher ; for the duty on
the materials for Ship-building .,v about one hun-
dred per ent.ofthc cost. That is a ground
why the ships of other nations may in some
cases compete with the Enghsh."

Mr. J. H. Pelly states, " that generally speak-
" ing, Norway Timber has principally been im-

<«
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'' portal in Noru egia.i .hi,,, ; but in peace I,r
"""l<s this could not bo the case: that the Nor-

^^

wcoum.sh.ps- arc wcarin^r out fast, and he teeh

..
'"7 r^

^^''^'^'^
''''"Pi>'"fc'. npon the presun.ption

..

''"'

'f*'^'

^'^^^ ''^ '''^••^'''t vvi,ich pays them from
Canada, can sad as cheap, if not cheaper, than
JVorwcgmii ships."

It is iuipossible here to avoi.l .-.Mnarkin^., ,|,at if
the ascertaining the actnal ron.lition „> British
«h.l.p,ug ,n those particulars, in which tliesc gentle-men have given this s|,cenlative evidence, was felt
to be ,„,p„rtant, how unfortunate it is, that the Com-
.."ttee should have relied on the testimony „r ,„-
»om who, having no interest whatever in ISruisI,
»l..ppmg. could no,, of course, he possessed ofany praCal ..perie„ce in respect to it. The

best.,nformed persons,- con.petent to shew the
real state of British shipping in these trades, would
.cen, to be, the owners of the ships themselves

;

but of Uus class of persons, deeply as they are in!ere^edn.U,e discussion, not one was examinedby the Comm.ttee-only one British Ship-ownerwas exammed at all; and that respectable indi.
VMlnal as he himself stated to the Committee, not
concerned ,n the snipping trading to the North ofturope, or to North America.

Surely it i, „„t ;» thi, manner that judgments are
to be formed and acted upon, on question, of the

•r-a

cl.
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highegt national importance. The consequences of
relying on testimony so manifestly incompetent, will
be best appreciated, however, by an examination of
the evidence itself.

It is broadly stated, that British ships can sail

cheaper than Foreign. Now it so happened, that
shortly after the evidence before their Lordships
was closed, some inquisitive gentlemen went on
board a Prussian ship, lying in the Thames, having
then recenUy arrived with wood from Prussia, the
Captain of which, in answer to two distinct headi
of enquiry, which they addressed to him, informed
them,--that his seamen's wages were about 27s.
sterling per man per month; and that the victual-
ling of his crew averaged about 6d. per man per

Let this be compared with the same heads of
expenditure in British ships:—in them, the wages
of seamen in the Baltic Trade are 50s. per man
per month ;—and the cost of victualling, averages
from Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per man per day.*

* Mr. Solly says, that the British Ship-owner hai, at wel
as the Prussian, the choice of ports for making his outfit ;—
this is a mistake; the British Ship-owner necessarily fit*

out his ship in bis own country, from which he departs.*

the cheapness of prorisiont at the port he goes to, is but a
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Tl-ese arc. two toleraUy large items in the e^.
penditure of Shipping, and they, at least, are notm favour of the British Ship-owners.

in Outfit and Port Charges.

Are Cordage, Canvas, Timber, Iron, or any of
the ^portant articles eonsumed in the outfit of a

dut'f' W^'"'
'" ^"^''"'' ('"^'^'='1 "« «'^y -^« with

chea mth„c„„„,,,. Upon what, then, aresuch statements founded ?

As to Port Charges
; they are, in our own Ports

essforBnfsh Ships than for Foreign :- abrodeyv „,, „^ .,,^..^^ ^,^ ^,^^^ co,:p,i„.e:t Tnd

British Ships than for their own.

and. it-he a„e„,p. J:;: M '1 'Xr'.

"^'" " "'"' ^

It is also well known ,l,„ (^
""'' "'S'""-

much inferior ZZLI I ^^"
"""""'' '" """"" "'* »

«i=pe„,a.e in bT '"hi; .TrT ''"" "''""'*-"-

E-. «=.n. in .h. „;: ; Victz'':;': r*'
""

pointed out,
victuaiJing, which has been

M
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Again ;-as to the i«/M«y „f ship, ;_M,. N„r.
n-in IS of opimon, that British ships can be built
cheaper than Foreign: this gentleman is incapable ofnakmg a w.lful mis-statement, b„t in his earnest-
ness to redeem that capital so unfortunately locked
up m Norway, he has undertaken t« speak of thatof which he .s evidently ignorant. His pursuits,
as a merchant, do not lead him to have any tl.ing
todow,hSh,p-building:_the

fact is. that in tl,:
Nor^h of Europe, ships can be built, at this mo-
ment, at from one half, to two-thirds, less than in
this country. No argument is necessary to prove
this assertion, after what has been already shewn,
as to the comparative expenses of the two coun-
tries, and especially, when Mr, Solly tells us, that

J.e duty on the materials for Ship-building is
about one hundred per cent of the cost.

"

And now let us go to those particulars which
without even a practical knowle.lge of the ma„a.-e-'
ment of British shipping, ,|,ese gentlemen „,i°ht
have been expected to have shown themselves more
accurately informed upon.

Their statements and opinions do certainly lead
to the conclusion, tl,„t British ships are rapidly
supersedmg those of Norway and the ports of (he
Baltic

;
but behold the real state of the case a,

diselosed by the official account annexed to the

i

II



Report, page \2l, from which tlie following is an
extract.!

f^

State of the Norway Tradefor the last Three Vears,

British. Foreign

Tons. Tons,
Arrived in I817, . . . . 22,580 . . 52,713

1818, . . . . 21,996
. . 85,984

iSJp.
. . . . i;,087

• . 82,689

Instead, therefore, of a proportion of more than
one-third, it appears that only about one-fifth of
the ships employed last year were British

; and
that the Norwegians are gradually superseding

Stale oj the Prussian Trade for the kst Three Fears.

British. Foreign

Tons. Tons,
Arrived in 181 7, . . • 104,709 . . 48,837

1818, . . 129,742 . . 117,492
I8I9, . . • . 80,258 . . 78,266

Here the progressive increase of Foreign Ship-
ping over British, is even more strongly apparent
than in the case of Norway ;—and all this, too, be
It remembered, takes place, notwithstanding the
difference of duty against Foreign shipping.

To the assertion that Prussian Ships require a
greater complement of men than British, it is

l^> \
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only necessary to oppose the followhig official
account.

{Appendix, page \24.J

Arrived from Prussia in ISlI).

"^'o^s- Men.
®"'2^^

3,911 Britisli;

78,266 ...... .1)^430 Foreign.

The average, tl-erefore, was five men for every
100 tons of the British ships ; and four and a
half for every 100 tons of the Foreign: what
may have been the relative proportion of appren-
tices included therein, does not appear ; but, as
British vessels in this Trade are not, as in 'the
case of the West India Trade and Fisheries, re-
qMired to have a certain number of aj)prentices,
there seems no reason why tliey should take more'
than Foreign shijjs.

The obvious inference to* be drawn from the
foregoing facts, is supported by the evidence of
Mr. J. W. Buckle, Chairman of the Ship Owners'
Society, who being asked " whether, ui point of
" fact, the ships employed in trade by the

Northern powers of Europe are renewed, or are
" likely to be renewed, as fast as they decay; or
" whether the number of them, so employed, is
*• likely to be diminished ?" answered, " I am not.
" of my own knowledge, able to give the Com-

/
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" mittee any information upon that point ; looking
" however, at the comparative heavy expenses at
- which British ships are sailing, I cannot doubt
" but that they (the Foreign ships) will be re-
" newed." And, being asked whether, -

if the
- causes which operate to occasion the present
« depression in the freight of British Ships, are
" ^»kely to cease

; and whether, if they should
" continue, die surplus tonnage when worn out
" would be replaced at the present rates of freight^"'
Mr. Buckle answered, " I s! .uld certainly think

not ;" an opinion in which it is conceived he
will be joined by every British Ship-owner and
Ship-builder in Great Britain, and which the present
inactive state of the Ship-builders throughout the
kingdom abundantly confirms.

I'.
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CHAPTER X.

Having offered such reflections as have occurred
upon the conclusions which their Lordships have
drawn from the Evidence annexed to the Report,
and shewn that very different inferences -^re dedu-
cible from that Evidence, and that the remedy
proposed for the inconveniences of which the Nor-
way and Baltic merchants complain, is not to be
thereby obtained, without a great sacrifice of British

interests, both national and individual ; some ob-

servations will now be offered on that part of the

Evidence upon which the Committee appear to

have placed implicit reliance.

The chief part of the witnesses, it will be seen,

are personally most deeply interested in the result of

their Lordships' deliberations.

One gentleman {page Hj, explaining how the

debt of one hundred thousand pounds due by

Norwegians to his house, arose, says, " a great
•' deal, undoubted'y, was from advances on account
'• of goods, some years back : under the License
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' sy.^te,n. every sliip was obliged to take oi.t

^^

go.ds eqinvalcnt to her cargo; that was the
time when great advances were made."

Another says (page 32), •' when I came into the
house four years and a half ago, there was a
debt of nearly ^100,000 due, the a,nouni has
not been increased since:' And again (page SO)
I look upon it we shall lose the whole of the
money unless some relief be afforded

; we have
very considerable mortgages upon their landed
Estates, and upon their Woods, and. unless we
are enabled to bring them home, in some shape
or other, the money must be lost.

On readmg the depositions of these gentlemen,
It .s stnkmgly manifest, that they have formed their
opmions from their own particular situations and
concern in the Trade

; and, further, that instead ofbemg the " best-informed persons," they are un.
aceomitably misinformed upon some important
points. It seems the more necessary to invite par-
ticular attention to this part of the subject, the
witnesses called on their side of the question bein^
eleven in number, whose evidence, verbal and
documentary, occupies no less than sixty-seven
pages

;
whilst, on the side of the British Colonies

and British Shij. Owners, and Ship Builders, and'
It maybe added, British Landed Interest also, only

1 .
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fire witnesses were examined, whose evidence and
documents occupy about twenty three pages.

Mr. Norman, speaking of the diminished impor-
tation of wood from Norway, states (page 11)
that " during the last five or six years it has de-
" creased very much, and the last year it has
*' amounted to very little." And again (page 15),
" I should think there would not be a quarter of
•* the duty paid this year, that was paid tlie last,

the trade is come to a stop."

The statements of Mr. J. H. Pelly are to the
same effect

: (page 27) " the trade between this
" Country and Norway has been diminishing,
" and at present there is little or nothing doing

;

" it is almost in a state of stagnation." " No
" consumption of British manufactures can take
" place in Norway, while the duties are such as
" to impede the importation of Timber from that

Country."
((

And Mr. W. Charlton represents the export of
Oak and Fir from the Baltic, to " be din.inished
from one half to one-third." (Page 50.)

As the representations of a diminution in the
British Trade with the Nortii of Europe, arising
from the effects of the duties imposed subsequently
to the year ISOS, are so completely disproved by the

m



so

oBicial accounts of the actual ,uantitie. of manu-
ft ture, exported, a,ul Timber imported, (a, parti-cularly po.nted out in;.„,,e30;, the only way Ifaecou„,„g f„. the mistakes into which the witneLr»
have fallen, seems to he, that having allowed theifore„n eorrespondents to get deeply i„t„ theirdebt t|,e one party ban ceased to consign Timberand the other to ship Manufactures, whereby tha;
cns,blc dm„„uti„n in their commercial transa'ction

has taken place, which they have imagined to ex-tend to the trade at large.

Desirable as it is, that these gentlemen .nay-fae
enablcl, eventually to extricate themselves from
he,r unpleasant situation, it never can be con-
tendecl that a deep and irreparable injury should beJone to the nation at large, for the purpose of
acceleratmg that event.

1^ '
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CHAPTER XI.

Havixg adverted to the general considerations oftte Committee '• on the regulation of the Timber
1 rade some remarks will now be offered upon
he.r Lordships' concluding suggestion, that the
duty upon Deals should be charged by a gradualed
scale, according to the cubical contents.

The grounds of this suggestion are stated to be,
that tile same duty having been imposed in Great

13r. ani on Deals from 8 to 30 feet, while in
Ireland the Deals are divided into five classes,

Z'
'"'"'''^ "^ ""^^'^ ^^« fron^ 8 to 12 feet, theNorway Deals, which are of small dimen-

sions, have laboured under an unfair disadvan-
tage m tlie British market."

i(

<(

((

<(

In examining this question, it may not be un-
suitable to advert to the probable grounds of policy
whieh have, so long as duties on Deals have been
known at all in this eouutry, regulated tl,e mode
ot charguig the duty upon (hem.
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The Norway Deals average, as appears by the
Repoi-t of the Commissioners of Customs {Jppen-
dix,page2H), 12 feet in length, while those from
Russia and Prussia average 16 feet.

Norway is so much nearer to this Country than
the Baltic Ports, and the freight, consequently, so
much lower, that it is only by the circumstance of
the duty being the same on 16 feet Deals, as on
12 feet Deals, that the Russia and Prussia Deals
are enabled to compete in the Market with those of
Norway. By this means the Trade is divided
between the diiferent countries

; a fair competition
IS kept up, and the British Importer has a choice of
markets to go to for his purchases ; but let the
Trade be so regulated, as to give one country a
monopoly of it, and the consequences are easily to
be foreseen.

The result has well corresponded with what is
assumed to have been the principle of this policy:
or, appealing once more to " ex> erience, and thj
Tidence of facts," in preferei ce to theoretic specu-
lations, we will look to the actual import to see
whemer the Norway Deals do really '«

]; bour under
" an unfair disadvantage in the British Market."

By the Official Returns it ai)pears, that on an
average of the last four years, the Imports of Deals
from all parts have been as follow :
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3f Deals

From Deals.

Norway. 7,063
S«'eden 3,^41
J*"88ia 8, ,3

P'""S8ia 2,686

Total 21,80;

88

Hundreds of 120 Pieces.

Deal-Ends. Battens.

3'883 2,331

1,128 414

2,638 1,2;'

1,002 16

8,651 4,032 34,490

Hundreds of 120 Pieces,

Vrr.^ Deals and _ ^^*'^°'"
Deal-Ends. ^^"«»s.

BritishNorth American Colonies 5,357 223

Total.

5,580

This short Statement (which does not include
" paling boards") is an answer at once to the asser-
tion, that Norway is not well used ; as it shews
that she enjoys her full share of the Trade, in
comparison with other countries. Doubtless, the
Norway Merchants would like to have the whole of
it; aiid then, in a few years, we should have to
pay them their own prices, as we were obliged to
do during the war; for so dependent upon them did
they find us for Deals, that, year after year, they
Kept raising their prices, and the Government
duties in Norway on the Export of Wood from that
Country, were increased six-iold.

Experience also furnishes us with satisfactory
evidence of the result of the '' graduated scale''
of duties. It has existed now in Ireland some

g2
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years, and there the effect has been, almost wholly

to exclude Russia and Prussia Deals ; the only im-

portations of Deals from those countries into Ire-

land, consisting of small occasional parcels, shipped

merely for the purpose of making up the cargoes

of other goods.

It will now be proper to shew, wh^ it is that

the " graduated scale" must, of necessity, throw

the whole of the Trade into the hands of Nor-

way.

The statement* No. 1, shews, by the evidence of

a Norway Importer, that at present, Norway Deals

leave for their prime cost on board, per 120 pieces

of 12 feet, 3 inch by 9 inch, ^10.

* No. 1 .

—

Norway Trade under the existing System.—
Page 29.

Selling price of a hundred of Norway Deals, viz.

120 pieces of 12 feet 3 in. 9 in d^38 O

Freight ^£4

Commission ard Charges 2 10 O

Daty in a Foreign Ship 2110
28 O

Balance for prime cost .

.

.. ^10 o
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The statement* No. 2, shews that by the " gra-

duated scale," there would be left, for prime cost

of the same quantity, 181. Us. 6d.

The statement! No. 3, shews, that the Russia and

Prussia Deals, supposing them to be imported of

the average dimensions (reported by the Commis-

sioners of Customs), leave for prime cost, of the

same quantity, only 51. 6s. 9d. ; and, to carry

* No. 2.— Noru}ay Trade, by a " graduated scale," as

recommended.

Selling price of a hundred of Norway Deals, of

120 pieces of 12 feet 3 in. 9 in *^^38 O

Freight ,^4 O

Commission and Charges 2 10

Duty in a Foreign Ship 12 18 6

Balance for prime cost »18 11 6

t No. S.—Baltic Trade, under the " existing system."

Petersburg Deals, 120 pieces 1 6 feet 3 in. 10 in.

(the average dimensions according to the Report

of the Commissioners of Customs,) contain ihd.

Iqr. 21p». standard hundred of 120 pieces, 12

feet li in. 11 in. which, at IBl, give .. .. ^"43 1»

Freight from Petersburg ,36' 11 9 2

Commission and Charges 3 10 C

Duty in a British Ship . . 20 15 8
35 14 10

Balance for prime co.>>t '^7 18 2

Or, per Norway standard hundred of 120 pieceiof

12 f«el 3 In. () in. only mC'- 9
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the argument to its utmost stretch, the statement*

No. 4>, shews, that even supposing the import from

Russia and Prussia to consist wholly of20 feet Deals,

(a thing notoriously impossible,) there is only left for

prime cost, of the same quantity, 91. Is. 4(1.

This result, therefore, is evident ; that for what

Norway receives, under the present system, d^lO,

Russia and Prussia receive only 51. 6s. 9d., looking

to their average length of import ; and could not,

in the extremest case that can be imagined, receive

more than 91. Is. 4d.

If the system is to be so changed, that instead

of .£10, Norway is to receive 181. Us. 6d. is not it

'Brtain, that in Great Britain, as in Ireland, the

trade in Deals with Russia and Prussia must be

instantly destroyed ?

* No. 4.

—

Baltic Trade under the *' eadsting system.'*

Petersburg Deals, 120 pieces of20 feet 12 in. 3 in.

contain 3hd. Iqr. lOps. standard hundred, of

120 pieces 12 feet l| in. 11 in. being, at 181

per hundred,

Freight from Petersburg "15 15 O

Commission and Charges..500
Duty in a British Ship ..20 15 8

jedo o o

Balance for prime cost .

.

41 10 8

^18 9 4

Or, per Norway standard hundred of 120 pieces

of 12 feet 3 in. gin. only ii^9 ' 4
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As to Deals from Canada, it will be seen By the

statement No. 5,* that they now leave for prime cost,

of the same quantity, as the average of the Norway

Deals, 41. lis. 3d. ; so that, as regards Canada,

any Act of Parliament, for a graduated scale of

duties, might as well be called at once, " An Act

to prohibit the cutting of Deals in Canada."

All these statements are taken from data furnished

by the evidence, and, consequently, the freights,

all the way through, are those of 1819.

The Committee have not, in their Report, ad-

verted to one great advantage which Norway

enjoys by the present system, viz. the being per-

mitted to import 8 feet Deals as Deal Ends, at a

duty of only 71. Is. 9d. per 120 ;
while those

* No. 5.—Canada Trade under the " emting sj/sfem."

Quebec Deals, 120 pieces of 12 feet 3 in. 11 in.

contain 2hd. standard hundred of 120 pieces,

12 feet l^in. II in. which, at 14l. per hd.

give ^28 O

Freight £^9 8 6

Commission and Charges 3
«- 22 8 6

Balance for prime cost £ 5 1 1 d

Or, per Norway standard hundred of 120 pieces

, of 12 feet 3 in. g in. only ^4 11 3
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from 8 to 20 feet pay 201. 158. 8d.: Of this advan-

tage the Norwegians have not been backward to

avail themselves, it being found that more than

one-third of the whole quantity imported from Nor-

way, in the last three years, have been admitted

to entry as Deal Ends.

: 'I

mi

Some very elaborate calculations are contained

in a paper laid before the Committee, page 93, by

the respectable proprietor of a Saw Mill at Leith,

who finding it unprofitable, comes to the Committee

to tell them, that if they will be so good as to take

off part of the duty on Timber (that it may come

only in the log), and will double the duty on Deals

(that they may not come at all), there will be no

want of grist to his mill.

This Gentleman states, broadly, in his evidence,

that he erected his Saw-mill " upon the faith that

the duties would exist as then settled ;*' and that

because such has not been the case, it has been

found unproductive : in other words, that the sys-

tem of duties favours the import of Deals, and

discourages that of Timber in the log, to the great

prejudice of British Saw-mills.

It is vulgarly said, that " one fact is worth a

bushel of arguments." If this witness had but intro-

duced into his very long paper, a short statement of

the actual comparative import of these two species

*"î
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of Wood, during the period he speaks of, how

much more convincing would it have been, than

that vast assemblage of figures which he has

brought before the Committee : as he has not done

this, it may throw a little light on the subject, if

we just take the trouble to see what may be learnt

from such a statement. The following is an account,

extracted from the Official Returns, of

Four yearly averages of the quantity of Timber and Deals

imported into Great Britain in the last 20 years, vix.

TIMBER.

From !799 to 1802 176,864 Loads.

1811 to 1815 311,323

18l6tol819 281,978

DEALS, &c.

*'

Deals. Deal-Ends. Batten*. Total.

1799 to 1802.. 40,962 4,289 5,225 50,476

1811 to 1815 .. 30,297 6,800 3,017 40,114

t8l6tol819.. 27,181 8,653 4,357 40,091

''1

Now what commentary is thus furnished upon

the evidence of this witness ? Where is the alarm-

ing increase in the import of Deals over that of

the logs of Timber? How happens it, on the

contrary, that in the face of all the reasoning con-

tained in h'l evidence, jirecuely the reverse is the

fact ; and that the proportional import of Timber

in the log has been progressively increasing over i
I,

#
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Uiat of Deals? That this Gentleman's Saw.mill

may not have answered his expectations may be per-

fectly true ; but let some other cause be found for

its failure, than that which his imagination has sug-

gested.

The whole bearing of his evidence goes to remon-

strate, not so much against the amount of the present

duties, as against the wai/ in which they are charged

;

and it certainly would lead to the inference, that

this way of rating the duty, only came into prac-

tice after he had commenced to erect his mill. The

truth, however, is, that from the first moment of

levying such duties, the same progressive increase

has been preserved, upon precisely the same scale

that now exists ; and the witness could have no

right, in the undertaking he was then engaging in,

to calculate on any alteration in a scale of so long

standing.

One point (highly interesting to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, at least,) requires to be distinctly

brought to view : Norway Deals now pay duty, in

a foreign Ship, 211. 10s. per 120 pieces:—by the

*' graduatedscale" theywould pay only 121. 18s. 6d.

!

The " graduated scale" would throw the import

entirely upon Norway Deals ; and hence a sur-

render of just two-fifths of the whole* duty is pro-

posed to be made, merely for the accommodation

of Norway, and at the farther expense of sacri-

!*;
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ficing the interests of our Colonies and Shipping

;

and the giving great cause for complaint to Russia

and Prussia, who will be at a loss to discover,

upon a view of the state of commercial intercourse

between the respective countries, any ground what-

ever for such exclusive preference of Norway in-

terests.

''
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CHAPTER XII.

In the foregoing pages enough has hecn said, it is

conceived, to establish the following facts :

11

1st.—That previous to the competition of the

North American Timber Trade, when the duties

were not half their present amount, the price of Baltic

Timber was higher to the consumer in this country

than it is now ; or (with tlie same comi)etition), than

it is likely to become again.

2dly.—That the extension of the Colonial Wood
Trade, has been productive of :i C()rrcs}»onding

increased demand for British Manufactures.

iJlf

3rdly.—That this trade has aftbrded support to

many thousands of persons who have emigrated

from the mother country ; and greatly added to the

value and strength of the British possessions in

North America.*

4thly.—That it affords employment to many hun-

dreds of British Ships, and to many thousands of

British Seamen.

* By recent accounts from Canada to the 21st of Novenober,

it appears, that 1I«239 Settlers had arrived out in the course of

the present year.

"^.
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5tlily.—That these important advantages have

not been attended with any iniiterial dinunution in

tlie consmnption of wood imported from coun-

tries in the North of Europe : and that so far from

our export of manufactures to those countries having

decHned, in proportion as the trade with the North

American Colonies has increased, the amount of

such exports has been, of late years, even greater

than before the existence of the Colonial Wood

Trade.
I

6thly.—That, notwithstanding the duty payable

upon foreign wood, the importers thereof possess,

upon the whole, decided advantages in the British

market, in the comparatively small expense of im-

porting it, and the very general prejudice still re-

maining in favour of its quality. And that^ not-

withstanding the almost exclusive use of Baltic

Timber in the King's Yards, and the preference

given to it in the construction of buildings of

magnitude, the demand for Canada Timber has in-

creased, as its quahties have become known.

// ii

7th. That, therefore, any reduction in the duties

on thewood of the North of Europe, would, byplacing

the North American Timber upon a more unfavour-

able footing than at present, give to the former

such decided advantages, as would certainly and

rapidly annihilate the Trade with the British Colo-

nies.

'
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That the inevitable consequences would be, to

Aggravate the distressesof the British Ship-owner:—!

to put nearly a total stop to British Ship-building

:

-^to reduce many thousands of our Seamen to the

alternative of begging for their bread, or entering

into foreign employ :—to check the growing pros*

perity of the Colonies :—to deprive the mother

country of one of the most advantageous means of

disposing of h'ir surplus population :—to ruin the

Merchants and others who have embarked their

capital in Saw-mills, and other local establishments

in the Colonies :—to convert the content and loyalty

of the Colonists, into the extreme of dissatisfac-

tion:—to leave this country, as formeriy, at the

mercy of foreigners, for the supply of an article of

the first necessity :—to raise the price of wood upon

the English consumer :—and to diminish the exports

of British goods, and thus aggravate the distress of

our manufacturers and merchants.

:|l lb

On the other hand, by affording Kberal en-

couragement to colonization, great relief may be

obtained by this country :—the strength and secu-

rity of the Colonies be increased ;—and Canada

enabled, a third time, to resist the efforts of the

United States ; whose sanguine hope of becoming

the possessors of our fine provinces, is stimulated

by the conviction, that the loss of our Newfoundland

Fishery,—of our West India Islands,—and, finally,

of our naval superiority, must inevitably follow.

' I!!
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Whether the objects which Uic Select Committee

have in view, be attainable by the measures which

their Lordships have recommended ; or whether, if

attained, they would be worth the sacrifice of in-

terests of such magnitude and importance, it re-

mains for the Legislature to decide.

f!
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APPENDIX.

The following Extract from the Quebec Gazette, of the

21st of September last, exhibits the opinions, and at

the same time the feelings, of our fellow subjects in the

Colonies.

" Thr French War of 17^2, gave us an export of Grain

" to Great Britain ; the shutting of the Baltic gave us the

" Lumber Trade ; the American Embargo, the American

" Wav, and the immense demand which it occasioned for

*' Colonial labour and produce, enabled us to extend our

" consumption of British Merchandize beyond any former

" precedent. If our earnings were considerable, very

" little remained with us. They, for the most part, went

" to Great Britain. If we built ourselves fine houses,

" we took special care to cover their roofs with British

" tin ; to provide ourselves with an abundance of win-

" dows, which were s'lpplied with the most costly British

" glass J
outside and insfde there was a profusion of

" British paint ; all our furniture, all our ornaments,

" must be British. Our meat was roasted on Britisa

" spits, turned by British jacks, perhaps before a Britisa

" coal fire, served on British tables, British disnes,

<' British linen, and ate with Britisa icnives and forks ?

" our very bread and pastries were made in British moulds.

" Our wine came to us only through British channels,

H
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« was poured out of British double-flintcut decanters, into

" glasses of the same description ; and we toasted the

" British King, the British Army and Navy, and went

" to rest on British Bedsteads, in British sheets ind

« British blankets, and rose up to be covered entirely

<* with British clothing. Even our furs and peltries

** must be sent home to England to become British.

* Our books and our paper, and the quills with which

** we wrote, were British.

h tt

)| (}-

« From the splendid dwel'ing in our cities, to the log

" habitation of twelve feet square, where the first settler

" shews the labour, the privations, and the suflFering

" which must have been endured, to give this goodly

" country its present cheerful aspect, and moderate de-

« gree of comfort, all is British ; save our meat and

" our bread, our fruit and our roots, our stone and our

" wood, a few articles of coarse clothing made in our

" families, and some stoves and pots manufactured at

" the King's Iron-works at St. Maurice. If all that is

" British could be taken away from us at once, we should

" be houseless, naked, and hungry ; our condition would

" be worse than that of the sav3i;e, for he can endure

" the intemperance of the weather, or build him a hut;

" he can snare the beasts of the forest, clothe himself

« with their skins, and feed himself with their flesh

;

" he can make himself bows and arrows for his defence,

" and beat out the brains of his enemies with u war-

" club. We should, indeed, be in a worse condition

*' than tlie saviitje, if it were possible, all at once, to

" take away from us all that is British, and leave us no

" substitute. This, however, is not possil)le. But we

** shall retrograde to a state worse than that of the

. J^W:M38Sll
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** savage, In proportion as the supplies we want from

" Britain and British possessions are taken away ; and
** they will, in great part, be taken away, or what is the

" same thing, our stock will wear out, be consumed,

" and disappear, and not be replaced, if we have not

" the means of procuring a fresh supply. We all know
** that we have hitherto been supplied, in exchange for

" our labour
J or the produce of our labour. The advocates

" of the new regulations, which are to destroy our lum-

" ber trade, are about to say to us : You must come to

" our shop, you must travel in our carriages, and pay us

" for conveyance; you must buy our goods, or want:

" We have now no longer occasion for any thing that

" you can supply us with. Here are our neighbours, the

" French, the Germans, the Poles, who can furnish us with

" grain almost for nothing; here is Prussia, and Sweden,

*• and Denmark, all our neighbours and true friends^

" they will sell us much better lumber than yours at half

*' price ; really we do not want any thing that you can

" offer us ; but, recollect, take care that you do not sell

" or carry your produce to any one else ; recollect, that

" you must buy at our shop or go without."

t
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Discussion in the House of Commons, on the 22(1

of May, 1810, upon tlic introduction of the Bill

for increasing the Duty on Foreign Timber. Ex-

tracted from Cobbett's Debates, and the Public

Journals.

Mr. Rose moved the order of the day for the House

resolvinjif itself into a Committee, to consider of the

propriety of increasing the duties on the Importation of

Foreign Timber, &c'. He then stated to the Committee

that the object to which he had tc call the attention of

the Committee was of very great importance. It was

that, by adopting the policy of laying a heavy additional

duty on tlie Timbci- Imported from the North of Europe,

they might encourage the Importation of that essential

article from our own Colonies in North America. The

price of Timber in the !<orth of Europe had, within these

few years, risen to an enormoits extent; no less, indeed,

than 200 per cent. Another disadvantage attending this

Trade was, that in the present state of Europe, the Tim-

ber was brought to us, nut by British, but by foreign Ships,

and this to such a degree, that he beh'eved there was

paid hist year, between two and three millions to foreigners

alone, for the freightage of Timber imported, to the

amount of 35S,000 tons. He believed that one half of

the Timber necessary for our consumption, might be

procured from our own Colonics in North America,

-«>r' ;'-*4-,
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which, with the Pines of Canada, wonld nearly supply

the whole ; and, even if it fell short of his expectations,

the Country would be compensated for the loss by other

advantages. The system now in use encouraged not onlij

the Imilding offoreign Ships, hut the formation of foreign

Sailors, and, by the measure he had now to propose,

he trusted a change would be wrought, by wiiich, instead

of twice that number of Seamen, trained for Denmark

and Russia, to he emjdoyed against us by our enemies,

about 15,000 would be created for ourselves. The mea-

sure would besides encourage our Colonies. It would

enable them to clear their grounds of Timber, and in-

duce the cultivation of flax, hemp, &c. for our importa-

tion. In return, the Colonies would he enabled to take our

manufactures, instead of our being obliged to send out

for our Timber, as we now did, our Siiips in ballast. The

principle of h'ls proposition ivas not neiv. it was as old as the

days of Queen Anne. lie adverti-d to an extraordinary,

and ill-judged assertion, advanced by a noble Lord (Coch-

rane) on a iurmer night, that there was not Timber

enough in riymoulh Dock yard to build one-hal." of a

seventy-four. He regretted the noble Lord could have

been so hasty, and recommended him more caution in

making such unguarded assertions for the future. The

Timber now in Plymouth Dock-yard was out of all

proportion greater than that specified by the noble Lord.

Upon all these considerations, he trusted the Committee

would concur with him in the resolution, "To lay an

additional duty on Oak, Wainscot, &c. imported, under

any shape, from the No th of Europe, and all Timber

imported by the East India Company, or directly from

our own Colonies in North America.

\
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Sir W. Lemon said a few words in favour of the reso-

lution.

Mr. Horner rose to call the earnest attention of the

House, not so much to the present resoluiion, as to

the alarming increase ojforeign Shipping in our trade, in-

cidentally brought under their eye on this occasioi^. The

Right Hon. Gentleman had stated, that last year, for

the freightage of Timber alone, to the amount of 380,000

tons, this Country had paid to foreigners the sum of

from two to three millions j and, on a former evening,

a Gentleman well acquainted with the Trade, on the

subject of the Marine Insurance, had informed them,

that not less than ten millions was paid the same year,

for the whole of that species of traffic. This he considered

as an alarming increa.se of foreign Shipping, entirely snb-

versive of our 7naritivic sijstein. Mc again entreated the

House to take into their serious consideration, this new

growing evil, which, in his opinion, arose from out of

the mercantile system, so much the favourite of the

Right Hon. Gentleman opposite (the Chancellor of the

Exchequer). Of this system, so persevered in, Buona-

parte might be taking the advantage; and, like Cromwell,

who, by diverting the trade from the Dutch, became the

carrier and first maritime power of l'2urope, he might be

deluding our Government, by pretending a total disre-

gard to commerce, while, in fact, even in tie midst of

war, by our own connivance, he was creating Seamen to

man his fleets against us : for he could, at any time,

transfer to his service, the men thus employed in a

neutral trade, of powers immediately under his controul.

If he exercised his genius, as he was well able to do in

Jill

J
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this way, he would be playing a deep game, and deluding

us, by taking advantage of our own policy.

Mr. RosK, in reply, stated, that so far from encou-

raging foreign Shipping, the Board of Trade never, in

one instance, swerved from this principle j—never to

permit a foreign Ship to go where a British Ship could

be employed. The Hon. Gentleman talked of their

being deluded; but how was this? it was by the strong

hand of Buonaparte, which procured the exclusion of

British Shipping from the ports of the North of Europe.

The question then was, whether, by accepting of neutral

carriage, where no other could be used, they were to

carry on an important Trade ; or, by rejecting this means,

were to shut the door on their Exports, and starve their

Manufacturers. It was a consolation to know, that under

all the disadvantages imposed by the enemy, our own

Shipping had increased in value. As a proof of this, he

instanced a Vessel, bought three years ago fur 27OOI. now

selling for (iOOOl.

Mr. D. Giddy considered it as a matter of general

policy, to encourage Trade with our own Colonies. The

argument of Buonaparte's treading in the steps of Crom-

well, was an additional reason for approving of the pro-

posed measure. He had heard, however, that the Timber

from North America was not adequate for our national

purposes ; and, also, that the quantity could not be so

great as the Right Hon. Gentleman expected, or the uses

of the country required.

The Chancellor of the Exciikquer, in order to re-

1
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move the despondency which the learned Gentleman

seemed so disposed to indulge in, respecting the excess of

he foreign Shipping Trade over ours, entered into the

following statement of the number of British and Foreign

Ships, which had cleared inwards for the years 1807 and

1809.

British Ships entered inwards for the year I8O7 . . 8,590

British Ships entered inwards for the year I8O9 . . 10,173

Increase of British Ships entered inwards from the

year I8O7 to I8O9 , 1,583

Foreign Ships entered inwards for tiie year 1 S07 3,712

Foreign Ships entered inwards for the year I8O9 4,692

Increase of Foreign Ships entered inwards from

18O7tol809 98O

British Ships cleared outwards for the year I8O7 8,924

British Ships cleared outwards for the year I8O9 9,935

Increase of British Ships cleared outwards from

I8O7 to I8O9 1,011

Foreign Ships cleared outwards for the year I8O7 3,630

Foreign Ships cleared outwards for the year I8O9 4,379

Increase of Foreign Ships cleared outwards from

theyearl807to I8O9 749

ill

;^ ii\

From this statement it appeared, that with respect to

the Ships entered inwards, the increase of the British

>-x^«m»- ^
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Shipping, above that of the foreign Shipping, from 1807

to 1809, amounted to fi03 ; and, with respect to the Ships

entered outwards in the same period, tlie increase of the

British Shipping over those of the Foreign Shipping,

amounted to 262 : so that, instead of the British Ship-

ping having given way to the Foreign Shipping, they

were in the gross amount, for the same period, above

them, 865 Ships.

Mr. Tremayne was apprehensive that the American

Timber was not fit for all the purposes to which this

country would wish to apply her Importations of that

article, and we would, therefore, be at a loss for our

necessary supplies, were a heavy duty, amounting to a

prohibition, to be laid on that procured from the North

of Europe.

Mr. Baring objected to the system of Trade favoured

by Ministers, as tending to prefer the northern neutrals,

which were, in reality, our enemies, to the American Ship-

ping, in the Trade of Norway and the Baltic. That

Trade might be much better carried on under the Ame-
rican flag ; but for tliis really neutral power, had been

substituted pretended neutrals, who might be instantly

converted into enemies ; and we were, consequently, by

this course, enriching a part of the world it was least our

interest to enrich. This was the great error of the pre-

sent System, the encouragement of the Northern Powers

instead of America. With regard to the measure itself,

he feared our Colonies would neither produce a sufficient

quantity of Timber, nor that of sufficient quality. It

would, besides, give the Western part of the Kingdom

i
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an advantage over the Eastern, as the former would be

supplied from America, and the latter from the Baltic.

It would also increase the price of a necessary article

already enormously high. The object was, however, a

great one, and the experiment might, perhaps, deserve

to be tried.

;<S|i-''qF-''~~5|,Siir.--'
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To the Honmrahle the Cnmmovs of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament anseinbled.

The Humble Petition of the undersigned Ship Owners
of London,

SHEWETH,

That (he attention of your petitioners has been attract-

ed to a petition which has been lately presented to your

Honourable House by certain Merchants of this city,

prayin;,' for a revision of the commercial system estdh-

lished l»y the existing restrictive and revenue laws.

That the said petitioners declaring the prayer of their

said petition to be « against every restrictive regulation

of trade not essential to the revenue, and against all du-
ties merely protective from foreign competition," your
petitioners cannot contemplate without anxiety the pos-

sible admission of a principle, which recognizes the ad-

vantage of the revenue alone as the guide in framing our

commercial code, overlooking the claims to protection

which your petitioners humbly conceive those numerous

classes of the community to possess whose capitals have

been embarked in trades, which being considered of im-

portance to the security and greatness of the country,

have been protected and have flourished under the exist

ing system, and must still depend for their prosperity

upon its [)ern)ancuce.

I
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That, understanding one of the chief objects which the

said petitioners seek to obtain is a relaxation of the navi-

gation laws, your petitioners would earnestly implore your

Honourable House to pause ere it sanction an alteration

in our maritime code, and to weigh well the consequences

of a departure from that poll' y under which our commer-

cial marine has attained to unexampled prosperity, and

our navy to unrivalled power.

Your petitioners entreat of your Honourable House to

bear in mind that the experience of more than two cen-

turies has shown the advantage of adhering to a system,

which, by encouraging shipping and navigation, has so

greatly contributed to the strength and general prosperity

of the empire j and they beg to state to your Honourable

House their firm conviction that this system cannot be

departed from in any material respect, without a loss of

trade in British ships, in proportion to the increase of

foreign trade which might be thereby obtained, and the

consequent sacrifice of British navigation, and all the im-

portant interests dependent thereon.

That your Petitioners, however, would have forborne

to approach your Honourable House with this expression

of their anxiety, in the confidence that they might safely

rely on the wisdom of the Legislature to protect from

the risk of unadvised experiment, interests so vast and so

truly national as those of British shipping, had they only,

as in the case of the proposed alteration of the navigation

laws, been menaced with direct attack ; but your petition-

ers having observed that it is also sought to procure an

alteration of the exlni-^f? duties on timber in favour of

i:h
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foreign commerce, cannot refrain from declaring to your

Honourable House, respectfully, but unhesitatingly, their

belief, that such a measure would bo fraught, beyond any

other change in our existing system that could 'jc devis-

ed, with consequences disastrous to the British ship-

owner. This danger, the grtater as it is the less obvious,

they feel themselves peculiarly tilled upon to point out.

That although the priiuary motive of the Legislature,

in encouraging the importation of timber from the British

colonies, might not be the support of the interests of na-

vigation, yet it has proved to be admirably calculated for

that object, as will appear by the following statement of

the progressive increase of the tonnage employed in that

trade, viz, the number of ships cleared out from Great

Britain to the British North American colonies was

Ships. Tons. Men.

the year 1814 576 112,734 6,707

1815 871 174,575 9,701

1816 772 160,375 8,821

1817 1009 iy4,9y6 10,370

1818 1327 288,501 15,108

1819 1525 340,537 17,634

That this new channel of employment opened most op-

poramely for Jir relief ot British shipping, at a period of

uiiprecedented depression—the effects of a transition from

war to peace having been more severely felt by your pe-

titioners than by any other class of commercial capital-

ists, from the circumstance, in a great degree, of 900 sail

of the largest kind of merchant vessels, employed in the

.V
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service of Government during the war, having oeen

thrown at once upon the market, upon the cessation of

the transport service.

That in the year 1819 the whole number of British

ships that cleared out of the ports of Great Britain, inclu-

ding their repeated voyages, amounted to 19,371, of the

burden of 2,254,937 register tons, and navigated by 137,

703 men. Of this number, as before mentioned, 1525

ships, of the burden of 340,537 register tons, and navi-

gated by 17,634 men, cleared out for the ports of British

North America (almost wholly for the purpose of bring-

ing home limber), being \-7th part of the entire carrying

trade of the country.

That the whole of this trade is peculiarly and pre-emi-

nently British, the prime cost of the timber being paid for

in British manufactures, and the freight being paid to

British ships ; so that the entire sum expended for the

article in Great Britain goes through British channels,

and contributes more or less to the benefit of native in-

terests, and the maintenance of the national revenue.

That, if such alteration be made as would throw our

ports more widely open to the timber of the Baltic and

Norway, this intercourse, so important to the country ge-

nerally, and of such vital interest to the ship-owner,

would be annihilated, or reduced altogether to insigni-

ficance.

That, from the length and difficulty of the voyage, the

larger part of the value of timber imported hither from

North America consists of freight.

kh
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That the mere circumstance of tlie proximity of the

northern ports of Europe, by enabling ships to repeat

their voyages frequently in the course of the year, would
alone reduce the number of British vessels employed in

the carrying trade of timber to one-third of their present

amount.

That this would be the effect, without taking into con-

sideration the influence of foreign competition ; but expe-

dience has already shown the difficulty of successfully

contending with the ships of the north of Europe in

bringing the timber of those countries
j partly from the

low rate of their outfit and mode of navigation
; partly

from the natural predilection of the foreigners interested

in this trad- for employing their own vessels.

That, combining both the above-mentioned considera-

tions, namely, the shortness of the voyage, and the com-
petition of foreigners, your petitioners do not fear contra-

diction in stating their belief, that, for every foreign ship

which should be thus employed, three Bntish ships of
equal size would be left vnemployed : and your petitioners

have good ground for believing that the ship-owners of

the north of Europe (at present in a state of much diffi-

culty) are not the parties looking with the least anxiety

to the decision which the British Government may form
upon this important question.

That your petitioners would submit to your Honourable
House, whether, for the sacrifice of interests so momen-
tous, any advantage, they will not say equivalent, but ap-

proaching to equivalent, be held out.

I
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It is contended that the foreign timber thus admitted

would enlarge the demand for British manufactures ;
the

fact, on the contrary, however, is, that the growers and im-

porters of Norwegian and Baltic timber take but a very

small proportion of its price in articles of British produc

tion : Every cargo imported would come *n dimcnution

of the quantities taken from our own colonies, and would

divert capital and the powers of capital from the inhabi-

tants of a rising country, all whose wants and habits are

formed upon the use of articles exclusively British, to

aliens, whose consumption of such produce is comparatively

partial and trifling.

That your petitioners would further submit to your

Honourable House, whether the freight of the timber

imported could be more beneficially bestowed for this

country than at present? Of its present large amount,

(^1,400,000), almost the whole is consumed in an outfit, of

which every article has employed British artizans, and

paid heavy duties to the British Exchequer ; the larger

portion of the residue pays the wages of British seamen ;

for but a very small part goes to lorm the rate of interest

upon the depreciated property of the ship-owner.

That your Petitioners also beg to state, that this trade

has peculiar advantages as a nursery for hardy seamen,

from the nature both of the climate and the voyage
;
the

ships employed in it taking an unusual number of appren-

tices, who, in a few years, become sailors of the most

valuable description.

That, in conclusion, your Petitioners earnestly implore

^y
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of your Honourable House to reflect what would be the

consequence of throwing out of employment almost the

whole of the seamen now employed in the North-American

Timber trade j for your Petitioners declare, that they know

not where to look for a substitute if this branch of the

carrying trade be taken from them, labouring, as they

are, under serious difficulties in meeting the rivalship of

surrounding States.

Your Petitioners, therefore, entreat jour Honourable

House, that before any step be taken in a matter so deeply

interesting to them, and (as they conceive) so important

to the community at large, they may be permitted to

prove at the Bar of your Honourable House, the allega-

tions contained in this their humble Petition, which they

entertain a perfect confidence they can do to the entire

conviction of your Honourable House.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

London, May 16, 1820.
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Brougham's ** Inquiry into the Colonial Policy of the Euro-

pean Powers" Vol. 1, p. 174, Ed. 1803.

In comparing the advantages of long and short voyages

Mr. B. says, " Now the long voyage has another and very

material advantage. Whether the distant market be a

home or a foreign one ; and whether it be more or less re-

mote than twice the distance of the other market, with

the profits of which we may compare its returns, it

encourages a breed of Men, essentially necessary to every

memberofthe European Commonwealth, which would engage

in an extensiveforeign traffic of any description whatever-—

I mean, the breed of seamen. The Coasting Trade is, in-

deed, an excellent nursery : but it is in no country suffi-

cient to form a navy, not even in Great Britain, however

extensive her sea-coast, and her internal commerce may
be. The commerce of the nearer countries in Europe,

however enlarged, although the whole capital of the co-

lonial trade were turned into it, would still be inadequate

;

and that for the five following reasons."

It is not necessary here to quote the whole, however

excellent.

'* In the first place, a smaller number of sailors could

man the vessels, which would he necessary for the same

bulk of traffic; consequently, a smaller number would be

employed. The owner and master of a vessel in calcula-

ting the crew which lie may require, considers the length

of time during which he is to remain at sea, removed from
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all human assistance, and necessarily dependant on his

hands : he considers that in a voyage of six or eight weeks
more accidents may happen, and more natural deaths take

place among his men, than in a passage of eight or ten

days : he remembers, too, that, in the one case, he can-
not save himself as in the other, by running into a neigh-

bouring harbour, upon any emergency ; and that the pro-

bability of his meeting a friendly vessel in his distress, is

so small, as not to enter into the calculation. While,
therefore, he adapts the strength of his vessel, and the

fullness of his stores, to the casualties of his long naviga-

tion, he proportions, in like manner, the numbers of his

crew
; and the extraordinary profits of the trade, admit of

that increased complement and equipment. Although,
then, the same number of weeks in a year were actually

to be spent at sea, by the vessel engaged in the European,
and the vessel engaged in the American Trade, a greater

proportion of men would be given, and could be afforded,

to the tonnage required in the latter.

*' If we compare the tonnage en)ployed in the distant

trade of any of the European nations, with the numl)er of

seamen allotted to the management of it, we shall be con-

vinced that the proportion is n)uch greater t'lan in the

trade of tlie neighbourhood. In forming this compara-

tive estimate, however, we must attind to ilio proportion

of Tons in each vessel ; for, by this, the proportion of the

crew to the tonnage is almost eniirely determined, in

voyages of equal duration.

" The average proportion of seamen in the West India

Trade of ICnglatid, during I7;)8, 17!n>, aiul 18U0. was
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that of 1 man to 14 tons; but the vessels measured,

at an average, 292 tons each. The vessels trading to

France, at an average ofl79l and 1792, were of 81 tons

only, and the proportion of seamen was only that of I to

a little more than 13 tons. As about three and a half

times the number of the West India captains must be

reckoned in this difference, and they do not increase the

number of seamen for the exigencies of the state, it will

be found that the West India trade yields, in proportion

to its tonnage, somewhat more seamen than the trade with

France, although the vessels are between 3 and 4 times

as larg*. The vessels in the Flanders trade have a higher

average of tonnage, and a lower proportion of seamen.

The proportion of their bulk, to that of the West India

vessels, is still very small
;
yet they do not furnish by any

means so many seamen.

«' But if we take our instance from a traffic in which the

bulk of the vessel approaches nearer to that of tlie West

Indiamen, we shall be able more exactly to appreciate

the effects of the long voyage. The average tonnage

of German traders for 1798, »7!?9, and 1800, was 1«5

tons ; the men only one to nineteen tons. The average

tonnage of Dutch traders in 1791 and 1792, was 132 tons

to a vessel, the men I to 19 tons nearly. The Prussian

tonnage was 205 to a vessel ; the men I to 20|ds. tons :

the Russian tonnage 250 ; the men only 1 to21fths.

Thus the Baltic trade furnishes less than two- thirds of the

seamen supplied by the West Indian trade, in proportion

to the tonnage.

"But in the third place, (page 187), besides increasing

the number of seamen more than any other equally ex-

k
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tensive traffic, the colony trade raises a breed of a better

quality, than the trade which consists of short voyages,

" In the fourth place, (page 189), the colony trade has

this very great advantage, in common with the coasting

trade, that the sailors which it employs are seldom or

never in a foreign port. They are, of consequence, much
less exposed to the danger of deserting into Foreign ser-

vice
J

vacancies in their number are more easily, and

better filled up, not by foreigners but by other inhabitautt

of the same country ; and they are always in some part of

the empire, where their services may be needed for the

military operations of the state. The seamen required

for the navy, upon an emergency, cannot be procured

from the vessels engaged in a Trade that requires them

to remain in a foreign country, in the Gulph of Finland,

for example, or in the Levant. In this case Government

must wait for their return. But those employed in the

colony trade are either in some port of the mother coun-

try, or of the colonies ; on both of which stations their

services may be required for the Ships of War.

" A navy is necessiiry, (page 190), either for the defence

of a maritime country, and the military operations which

it may carry on against other states ; or for the protection

of its commerce. Without the possession of an exten-

sive foreign commerce, indeed, no nation can support

a powerful navy, unless it remains in a state of perpe-

tual war, or submits to an expense whicli none but a com-

mercial nation can sustain. But, like most other politi-

cal re-agents, the services rendered by the trade and the

navy are reciprocal, and the effects of their progressive

improvement are mutual.

(J
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" To undervalue a particular branch ofcommeroey which

is calculated to increase the maritime power of the state

more directly than the other branches, and thus te)tds tofavour

theprogress ofthose branches, is surely to take a short-sighted

view of the importance of this species offorce, both to the de-

fence and wealth of the nation. Yet many politicians

have denied the importance of those very pursuits which

tend to promote naval power j because, according to them,

naval power must always be the consequence, and not

the cause, of commercial prosperity. They seem to for-

get, that commercial prosperity must operate in a parti-

cular way, in order to produce this effect ; and that, if its

agency is obstructed in that particular direction, the

trade and wealth of the nation may flourish, and no navy

ever arise from it; any more than the richness of the soil

will raise plentiful crops, if the genial warmth and mois-

ture of the season be withheld, or the natural effects of

fertility obstructed by the pressure of an incumbent mass.

" The establishment of a naval force, then, (page 192),

is the consequence, no doubt, of commercial improve-

ment. A government would, indeed, he justly blameable

which should anticipate this progress, and attempt to lay

the foundations of naval power, by ordering a certain

number of vessels to be constructed, and draining the

coasting trade of hands, in order to man them. But a

government wonll be us blameable if it should discourage

that sort of industry, the direct tendency of which is to

accelerate tlie progress of naval power, and shoidd neg-

lect those advantages, which the possession of distant and

fertile territories yrestnts for the accomplishment of this

object.

(J. SiuNiiV, Printer, Noithuuibirliind blrnt, Slraiid.






